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PREFACE 
In the theo]>' of Abelian groups the concepts of pure, neat, high, basic sub-
groups and closed subgroups etc. are well known. A lot of work has been 
done on closed groups ( torsion complete ), quasi-isomorphic groups, iso-
type subgroups, {u + n)-projective and totally projective groups etc. Some 
of these results has been generalized for modules over Dedekind prime rings 
and [hnpyiings. Singh [31, 32, 33, 34], Khan [W, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, etc.], and 
Mehdi [25, 26, 27] generalized these concepts for TAG and QT'AG-modules 
over the associative ring with unity. However the very fundamental results 
of quasi-isomorphic groups, isotype subgi'oups, (c(j-l-n)-projective and totally 
projective groups etc. remained untouched. Therefore a need was felt to 
study and generahze these concepts for modules. 
In this study the concept of quasi-isomorphism, isotype subgroups, 
(a; -I- n)-projective and totally projective groups are generalized for a. special 
module known as QTAG-module over an associative ring with unity. This 
study is significant as most of the results don't depend on the structure of the 
rings, rather they depend on modules with some properties. The importance 
of the endomorphism rings of these modules is also studied. 
The present thesis comprises four chapters consisting of various sections. 
The first section of each chapter provides an introduction to its contents. The 
number like 2.3.5. indicates result 5 of Section 3 of Chapter 2. As usual the 
numbers in bracket refers to the references listed in th(^  bibliography. Some 
results of the thesis have been already published [28,29,30]. 
In Chapter one, some l)asic definitions and results which are needed to 
prove the results in th(^  suljsequent chapters ha,ve been stated. It serves the 
purpose to acquaint the reader with the terminology and basic facts often 
used and also to make thesis as much self contained as possible. 
Chapter two deals with some significant questions. For example if two 
modules are isomorphic then their endomorphism rings are also isomorphic 
but the converse is not always true. The conditions are studied under which 
isomorphic endomorphism rings of modules imply that the modules are also 
isomorphic. 
Cutler [5] studied the properties shared by a primary Abelian group G 
and its subgroup J9"G. These concepts motivated us to find the relation 
between a module M and its submodule Hi,{M). Fuchs-5 group is also gen-
eralized for QTAG-n\od\\\QS as //F-module. The last section of this chapter 
is devoted to the study of quasi-isomorphic QTAG-modules. It is found that 
they share many properties. 
In Chapter three we study countable Ulm type QTAG-m.od\x\Q and its 
Ulm submodules which are the generalization of the results of Cutler [6]. 
We also generalize the concept of isomorphic high subgroups [8] for QTAG-
modules i.e. the modules whose all high submodules are isomorphic. The 
structure of these modules is studied by using the notio)] of basic submod-
ules and Q-high chains of submodules, complenientar>- summands and the 
submodules H'\M) generalized by the elements of exponent at most n. 
vn 
Some topological aspects are also studied. It is found that the submod-
ules of M/Ha{M) which are the images of (a + n)-high submodules under 
the natural homomorphism are pure dense modules in a-topology. 
Chapter four is devoted to the study of the structure of (a; + n)-projective 
and totally projective modules. Some results of Fuchs [14] and the concepts of 
isometric groups, distinctive groups etc. are generalized for QTAG-modules. 
It is proved that two {u + n)-projective QT/lG-modules M and M' are iso-
morphic if and only if there is a height preserving isomorphism between 
i/"(M) and if"(M'). 
Then C-decomposable groups [10] are generalized as ^/-decomposable 
modules. Totally projective modules are studied in terms of nice decom-
position series. The last section deals with the study of rich QTAG-modules 
which is a generalization of rich groups [24]. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibhography with the authors' name in al-
phabetical order is given enlisting books and papers which have been referred 
to in the thesis. 
vni 
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Preliminaries 
CHAPTER - 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
§ 1.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we have collected some basic definitions and results relevant 
to the study of QT AG-modules. In the theory of Abelian groups the concept 
of neat, pure, basic, high subgroups, divisible and closed groups etc. are 
very significant. Some of these concepts were generalized for modules by R. 
B. Warfield [35], H. Marubayashi and S. Singh [31, 32, 33, 34] etc. Later 
on K. Benabdullah, M. Z. Khan [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, etc.] and 
A. Mehdi [25, 26, 27] generalized various results for 52-modules. S. Singh 
[32] called then TAG-modules and proved that the results which are true for 
r^G-modules are also true for QTAG-modnles [32]. 
Throughout the thesis all the rings R considered are associative with 
unity, and the modules are torsion and unital right i?-modules. 
In the second section we stated some definitions and properties of QTAG-
modules and their submodules. This deals with the concepts and properties 
of /i-neat, /?-pure, basic and /),-divisible modules etc. In section three the 
definitions and properties of closed modules are stated. Some refer to them 
as torsion complete modules. It is found that closed modules are also dense 
with /?,-topology. The last section introduces with certain homomorphisms, 
the cardinalit,\- of the generating set g{M), final g{M), direct system, 
(j-projective modules and totally projective modules etc. 
Section -2 
§ 1.2. Some basic concepts 
Definition 1.2.1. A module M is said to be uniform if the intersection of 
any two of its non zero sub modules is non zero. 
Definition 1.2.2. Let M[i be a module, then x G M is said to be uniform 
if xR is a uniform module. 
Definition 1.2.3. Let M be a non zero module. Then a finite chain of 
submodules of M = MQ D MI D D Mn = 0 is called the composition 
series of length n for M, provided that Mi/Mi^^ is simple for every i. 
Definition 1.2.4. A module M is said to be uniserial if it has a unique 
composition series and the decomposition length is denoted by d{M). 
Definition 1.2.5. Let x be a uniform element, then d{xR) is defined to be 
the exponent of x and is denoted by e{x). 
Definition 1.2.6. A uniform element y G M is called predecessor of a 
uniform element x G M if x G yR and d{yR/xR) = 1 ; 
equivalently xR = Hi{yR). 
Definition 1.2.7. A unital, torsion modulo M is said to be the TAG-
module ( or S'a-module ) if it satisfies the following : 
(i) Every finitely generated submodule of every homomorphic image of 
M is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(ii) Given any two uniserial submodules U and V of a homomorphic 
image of M, for any submodule W oi U, any non zero homomorphism 
f : W ^ V can be extended to a homomorphism g : U -^ V, provided 
the composition length d{U/W) < d{V/f(W)) [32]. 
This also imply that every element of M may be written as a finite sum 
of uniform elements. Without loss of generality we may consider uniform 
elements only. 
Definition 1.2.8. A module satisfying the first condition only is said to 
be the QTAG-module [32]. 
Definition 1.2.9. Let x be a uniform element of A'l. Then Sup d{U/xR), 
where U runs through all the uniserial submodules of M containg x, is 
defined to be the height of x in M and is denoted by HM{X) or simply 
by H{x) [18]. 
Definition 1.2.10. For every k>0, Hk{M) denotes the submodule of M 
generated by the uniform elements of height at least k [18]. 
Definition 1.2.11. Let M be a QTAG-module. The submodule generated 
by the uniform element of exponent at most k is denoted by H^{M) [18]. 
Definition 1.2.12. Let M be a module , then the sum of all simple sub-
modules of M is called the socle of M and is denoted by Soc{M). 
Definition 1.2.13. A module M is said to be bounded if there exists an 
integer n such that H{x) < n for every uniform element x E M [33]. 
Proposition 1.2.14. Any bounded QTAG-module M is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules ( Cor. 1, [33] ). 
Proposition 1.2.15. If M is a QTAG-module and A^  is a submodule of 
M then N can be embedded in a bounded summand of M if and only if the 
heights of the uniform elements of N in M are bounded ( Th. 3, [17] ). 
Remark 1.2.16. The submodule of M generated by the uniform elements 
of infinite height is denoted by M^. 
Definition 1.2.17. A submodule A^  C M is said to be high if it is a 
complement of M^ i.e. M = N ® M\ 
Definition 1.2.18. If A' is a submodule of M then a submodule K of a 
QTAG-module M is A'-high if it is maximal with the property K n A' = 0. 
Definition 1.2.19. Let A'' be a subuiodule of M, then A'' is said to be 
essential in M if A' fi T 7^  0 for every non zero submodule T of M and M is 
said to be the essential extension of N. 
Proposition 1.2.20. If A^  is essential submodule of M , 
then Soc{N) = Soc{M). 
Definition 1.2.21. A submodule A^  C M is said to be /i-neat in M if 
Hi{N) = NnH,{M) [18]. 
Definition 1.2.22. A submodule A'' of M is said to be h-pme if 
Hk{N) = Nn Hk{M) for every k = 0, 1, 2, , 00 [17]. 
Proposition 1.2.23. Every direct summand of a QTAG-modn\e is /i-pure. 
Proposition 1.2.24. If M is a QTAG-modu\e such that 
M/K - {N/K) ® {T/K), where A^, T and K are the submodules of M and 
K is h-pme in A'', then T is also h-pme in M. ( Cor. 2, [18] ). 
Proposition 1.2.25. If A'^  is a submodule of a QTAG-module M and 
i^ Ar(x) = HM{X) for every uniform element x £ Soc{N), then A'' is /i-pure 
in iV ( Lemma 1, [17] ). 
Definition 1.2.26. A QTAG-module M is called h-pme complete if for 
every subsocle S of M there exists an h-pme submodule A^  of M such that 
S = Soc{N) [16]. 
Definition 1.2.27. Let M be a QTAG-modnle. A subset {xi/i G / } 
of uniform elements of M is called h-pure independent if it is independent 
in the sense that E ^iR is direct and E XiR is an h-pme submodule of M [21]. 
Definition 1.2.28. For a QTAG-modu\e M and an ordinal a, H^{M) was 
defined in [31] such that H^{M) = R Hp{M). 
Remark 1.2.29. Since u is the first infinite ordinal 
HUM) = n HkiM) = M\ 
fc=i 
Definition 1.2.30. For an ordinal a, a submodule A'^  of M is said to be 
a-pure if Hp{M) HN = H^N) V /? < a. 
Definition 1.2.31. A submodule A^  of M is said to be isotype in M if it 
is a-pure for every ordinal a. 
Definition 1.2.32. A QT.4G-module M is called /i-divisible if 
i/i(M) = M [19]. 
Proposition 1.2.33. A QTAG-m.od\\\e. M is /i-divisible if and only if every 
uniform element of Soc{M) is of infinite height ( Lemma 2, [19] ). 
Theorem 1.2.34. A QTAG-n\od\\\e is /i-divisible if and only if M is a 
direct sum of infinite length uniform submodules ( Th. 3, [19] ). 
Theorem 1.2.35. If M is a (3r.4G'-module and N is /i-divisible submodule 
of M, then yY is a direct siirnmand of M ( Th. 4, [19] ). 
Definition 1.2.36. A QTAG-modnle M is said to be reduced if it is free 
from the eleniems of iiiiinitc height. Equivaleiitly it may be said that M does 
not have a divisible siibmodule. 
A submodule of a cyclic module need not be cyclic but this happens if 
the rings are {hnp)-nng. To define a (/i7ip)-ring we need the following : 
Definition 1.2.37. An /?-module M is projective if for every diagram 
M 
Y a 
A' 
N • / : • 0 
P 
with exact row of /?-mo(lules there exists a homomorphism 7 : M —> N 
such that the diagram is connruitative i.e. i^y = a. 
Definition 1.2.38. An /?-module AI is injective if for every diagram 
/ 
0 • A' • K 
g 
with exact row of /?-mo'^iiles there exists a homomorphism /?. : K —> M 
such that the diagram is connnutative i.e. / ) / = g. 
Definition 1.2.39. A ring R is A'oetlieiian if it satisfies A.C.C 
Definition 1.2.40. A ring B^ is hereditary if every ideal of R is projective 
i?-module. 
Theorem 1.2.41. A ring R is hereditary if and only if every submodule of 
a projective i?-module is projective. 
Definition 1.2.42. A ring R is said to be prime if tlie annihilator of a non 
zero ideal of i? ( as an /^-module ) is zero. 
Definition 1.2.43. A ring is bounded {hn'p)-nng if it is bounded, heredi-
tary, A'^oetherian and prime ring. 
Definition 1.2.44. If M is torsion module over a bounded {hnp)-nng R 
then M is called a X]-nioduIe if all of its high submodules are direct sum of 
cyclic modules [20]. 
Proposition 1.2.45. If M is torsion module over a bounded {hnp)-rmg R 
then M is a X!-module if and only if Hk{M) is a X]-niodule for fc > 0 
( Cor. 16, [20] ). 
Proposition 1.2.46. If M is torsion module over a bounded {hnp)-xm.g R 
and A^  is a submodule such that N D Hi,{M) then A' is a E-module provided 
that M is a ^-module ( Cor. 17, [20] ). 
Proposition 1.2.47. Let M be a reduced QTAG-modnle. Then M is a E-
moduleif and only if i7fc(M) is a X]-module V/c = 0, 1, 2 , oo. 
Proposition 1.2.48. Every /i-divisible module is injective. 
Basic submodules of a QTAG-modnle play a significant role in the study 
of QTAG-modu\es. 
Definition 1.2.49. Let M be a QTAG-module. A submodule B of M is 
called a basic submodule of M if the following conditions hold : 
(i) B is an /i-pure submodule of M. 
(ii) JB is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(iii) M/B is a direct sum of uniform modules of infinite length i.e 
M/B is /?,-divisible [21]. 
oo 
Remark 1.2.50. Basic submodule B of M can be written as B = ®Bi , 
! = 1 
where each Bi is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length i [21]. 
Theorem 1.2.51. Every QTAG-modnle contains a basic submodule 
( Th. 1, [21] ). 
Theorem 1.2.52. Let M be a QTAG-modnle and B be a submodule of 
oo 
A/ with 5 = 0 Bn , where each Bn is a direct sum of uniserial modules of 
1=1 
length n, then B is a basic submodule of M if and only if 
9 
M = B:®B2 ®Bn® ( Bl,Hn{M) ), where B*^ = 5„,+i ©-B„+2< 
( Th. 2, [21] ). 
Proposition 1.2.53. Let M be a QTAG'TciodulQ and B be as in proposi-
tion 1.2.52., then 5 is a basic submodule of M if and only if Bi®B2 ®S„ 
is a direct summand of M and is maxiimal with respect to the property 
{B,®B2 ® B,,,) n/f„,(M) = 0 
Theorem 1.2.54. Any two basic submodules of M are isomorphic 
( Th. 5, [21] ). 
oo 
Theorem 1.2.55. Let B = 0 5^ be a basic submodule of a QT^IG-module 
1=1 
( S2-module )M. Then M can be written as M = Sk ®Mk where 
i\4 = Bl + Hk{M) , Bl = Bk+\®Bk+2® and S/e is the maximal 
summand of M bounded by fc . ( Th. 9. [19] ). 
Remark 1.2.56. The above decomposition is called i/B-decomposition. 
Section -3 
§ 1.3. Closed Modules and topological considerations 
Towards the definition of a closed module we need the following 
10 
Definition 1.3.1. Since every x e M can be uniquely written as a finite 
sum of uniform elements. We define h- exponent of an element x e M as 
follows : 
h- exp{x) = max{e{ui),e{u2), ,e(M„,)} 
where x =- vi + U2 + w„ with Ui uniform [25]. 
Definition 1.3.2. A sequence {x„} is said to be a Cauchy-sequence if 
3^k - ^k+\ <= Hk{M) for every k and h — exp{x„) are bounded for every integer 
n 
Definition 1.3.3. An element x G M is the hmit of the Cauchy sequence 
{xn} if X - X, G H,{M) V k =0, 1, , oo. 
Remark 1.3.4. The sum and difference of two Cauchy sequences is also a 
Cauchy sequence. 
Definition 1.3.5. A QTAG-module M without elements of infinite height 
is said to be closed if every Cauchy sequence in M has a limit in M [25]. 
Remark 1.3.6. Intersection of two closed QTAG-modules is a closed 
QTAG-module [25]. 
Theorem 1.3.7. A QTAG-module M is closed if and only if M = 'B where 
B = Y.Bi , the complete direct sum of i3,- 's [25]. 
Corollary 1.3.8. Two closed Q^AG-modules axe isomorphic if and only 
if their basic submodules are isomorphic [25]. 
11 
Theorem 1.3.9. Every direct summand of a closed QTAG-modnle is 
closed and direct sum of a finite number of closed 52-modules is closed [25]. 
Theorem 1.3.10. A QTAG-module without elements of infinite height is 
closed if and only if its socle is closed [25|. 
In /i-topology the set of modules Hk{M) , k = 0, 1, 2, , oo forms 
a base for the neighbourhood system of zero. We call the submodules of M 
closed with respect to /?,-topology as complete modules. 
Definition 1.3.11. A submodule A^^ of M is said to be complete if 
oo 
N ^ N = n ( A^  + Hk{M) ), and A' is called the completion of N with 
fc=0 
respect to the /i-topology [1]. 
Remark 1.3.12. M^ is the completion of zero module. 
Definition 1.3.13. A submodule N of M is said to be dense iil^ = M. 
Section -4 
§ 1.4. Homomorphisms and totally projective QTAG-modu\es 
Here we state some important definitions and results which are general 
in nature but significant for the next chapters. 
12 
Definition 1.4.1. Let M and M' be two QTAG-mo&aXes and A'" is a 
submodule oi M. A hoinomorphism / : A^  —> M' is height increasing 
homomorphism if Hj^,j'{f{x)) > HM{X) VX G A'^ . 
Definition 1.4.2. For a QTAG-mod}]le ( or ring ) M, exponent of M is 
defined as exp{M) = max {e[x) / x is a uniform element of M}. 
Definition 1.4.3. A valuation on a QTAG-module M is a function v from 
M to the set of ordinals and infinity such that 
(i) v{x + y) > nun {vx, vy). 
(ii) v{y) > v{x) if d{yR/xR) = 1. 
Definition 1.4.4. Let {Mi}i^j be a family of QTAG-moduies indexed by 
a partially ordered set / such that V t,j e / 3 k e I with i,j < k. If 
for all pairs ij^-l{i< j ) there is a homomorphism TT/ : Mi —> Mj such 
that 
(a) nl is an identity homomorphism on Adi. 
(b) a i < j < k then njitj = vrf. 
A system A = (M/ / i <E I; nj} is called a direct system. 
13 
Definition 1.4.5. Let A = {Mi / iel] 7if} be a direct system and 
A = eMi and the submodule C of A is generated by the elements of the 
form Xi —> -nixi. The quotient module A/C is said to be the direct hmit of 
the system A. 
Some properties of direct limits are as under : 
( 1 ) 1.4.6. The submodule C consists of all x = Xj, + x.-^  + + Xi^ 
( Xi e Mi ) for which there exists an i > zi, i2, , ik such that 
<^M + <^-i2 + + K^h = 0-
( 2 ) 1.4.7. Theie exists horaomorphism TTJ : Mi —)• A/C such that 
M, •A'/y 
are connnutative. 
( 3 ) 1.4.8. If every TT/ is a niononiorphism { epimorphism ) , then all the 
TT, 's are niononiorphism ( epimorphism ). 
Definition 1.4.9. Let a be an ordinal. A QTAG-module M is called 
(7-projective if HJExi(M. O) = 0 for all QTAG-modnles C . 
Definition 1.4.10. A reduced C//\46'-m{)dule M is called totally projec-
tive if H„{Exi{M/H,{M). O) - 0 for all ordinal o and gr^lG-modules C . 
14 
Remark 1.4.11. M is totally projective if and only if M/H^{M) is 
(T-projective for every ordinal a . 
Remark 1.4.12. Direct sums and summands of totally projective QTAG-
modules are totally projective. 
Remark 1.4.13. A totally projective QTAG module of Ulm type < a is 
a-projective. 
Remark 1.4.14. A QT^G-module M is fc-projective if and only if 
Hk{M) = 0. 
Remark 1.4.15. Direct sums of uniserial modules are totally projective 
and w-projective. 
Definition 1.4.16. A QTAG-modvile M is (a»+ l)-projective if there exists 
submodule A'' C H^{M) such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Definition 1.4.17. A QTAG-m.od\x\e. M is (w +/c)-projective if there exists 
submodule N c H'^{M) such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Definition 1.4.18. For any QTAG-mod\x\e M , g{M) denote the smallest 
cardinal number A such that M admits a generating set X of uniform 
elements of cardinality A i.e |Xj = A 
15 
Definition 1.4.19. The final g(M) or fin g{M) of a QTAG-modwle is 
defined as the infimum of g{Hk{M) for k = 0, 1, 2, 
fin g{M) = mf giH,{M)) . 
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^/j^-^ 2 
Endomoiphism Rings 
and Other Properties 
of QTAG - Modules 
CHAPTER - 2 
ENDOMORPHISM RINGS AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF 
QTAG-MOBIJLES 
§ 2.1. Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with some closely related significant questions. For 
example the endomorphism rings of modules play a very important role in 
the structure of modules. If two modules are isomorphic then their endo-
morphism rings are also isomorphic, but the converse is not always true. In 
the second section, we study the conditions under which isomorphic endo-
morphism rings of modules imply that the modules are also isomorphic. 
D. 0 . Cutler [5] studied primary Abehan group G and their subgroups 
p"G. This motivated us to find a relation between a module M and its 
submodule Hk{M) and the outcome is very interesting. It is found that 
for any two QTAG-modu\es M , M if there exists an integer k such that 
Hk{M) ^ HkiM') then Mk ^ M^ where M = Sk®Mk , M' = S'^^Ml and Sk , 
5"/. are maximal fc-bounded summands of M and M' respectively. Some more 
generahzed results are also found to be true. In section three we study the 
relation between two QTAG-modules M and A'' such that Hk{M) = Hk(N) 
for some k and in section four we study the properties shared by M and 
Hk{M). In fact the structures of M a.nd Hk{M), closeness and purity are 
studied and the concept of Fuchs -5 group is generalized for QTAG-module 
as HF-module. 
D. 0 . Cutler [5] studied the quasi-isomorphic p-groups and the properties 
shared by them. In section five this concept is generalized for QT^G-modules 
and quasi-isomorphism is studied in the hght of direct sum of uniserial mod-
ules, cychc modules, basic submodules and closed modules etc. It is shown 
that quasi-isomorphic modules also share many properties. 
Section -2 
§ 2.2. Endomorphism Rings of QrAG-Modules 
To start with we need the following lemmas. Some of which are trivial. 
Lemma 2.2.1. [29] A module isomorphism / : M —>• A'^  induces a ring 
isomorphism / : End{M) -> End{N) such that J: y] ^ fvf~^-
Lemma 2.2.2. [29] Let M be a module such that M = N ® K and let 
TT : M -4 A" be a projection then End{N) = vEnd{M)'K. 
Proof. For any r] e End{M) , consider its restriction on A. It is obvious 
that Trr/TT is an endomorphism of A'^  and for any e e End{N), e = Tven. 
The resuhs are already published in J. Rajasthan Acad. Phy. Sci., 4(1)(2005) 
69 - 72. 
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Lemma 2.2.3. [29] Let M =^ N ® K, and Al' lia,ve isomorphic en-
domorphism rings and / : End{M) -^ End{M') the isomorphism then 
M' = N' ® K' such that / induces isomorphism from End{N) to End{N') 
and from End{K) to End{K'). 
Proof. Let TT : M —^  A'" be a projection with kernel K and / : TT —> TT then 
TT' is again idempotent or the projection, 
= ^ M' — Imm © Kerix' — N' © K' respectively. 
By Lemma 2.2.2. , / carries End{N) = 7rEnd{M)-K onto 
End{N') = TT'End{N')Ti'. 
Since f/End{N) has an inverse, it is an isomorphism. 
Theorem 2.2.4. [29] Let M and M' be QTAG-modules whose endomor-
phim rings are isomorphic. Then every isomorphism a between End{M) and 
End{M ) may be defined with the help of a module isomorphism /? : M -> M 
such that a -.Tj -^ PvP'^-
Proof. Suppose M is bounded. Therefore M is direct sum of uniserial 
k 
modules such that M = 0 5, , for some k and each Bi is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules of length i. 
Since M is bounded , 3 x G Soc{M) such that H{x) { = k ) is maximum. 
Now xR may be embedded in a bounded direct summand N ol M such that 
there exists a uniform element Xi G A' and d{xiR/xR) == k because sum-
mands are /?-pure. It shows that A^  is a uniserial summand of M supported 
by xR. If a is an isomorphism from End{M) to End{M') and n : M -^ N is 
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a, projection then a maps n onto vr such that vr is a projection which maps 
M' onto a uniserial summand A'^ ' of decomposition length k. Since a is an 
isomorphism, it ensures the existence of z G Soc{N ) such that 
H{x) = H{z) ,zieN' and d{ziR/zR) = k. 
Now for every y e M , 3 77 £ End{M) such that •qxi = y and we may define 
P : M -^ M' such that (3 : y ^ rj'zi where a maps 77 onto rj'. 
P is weU defined because y = ix for some ^ e End{M), 
=4> ( ry - (^ )xi = 0 and (?7 — )^7r = 0. 
= > a : (r/ - O r^ ^ (^' - •CV = 0 or (T]' - (')zi = 0. 
P is one-one as /?(y) = rj Zi = 0. 
= ^ r/z = 0. 
=4> 2 = 0 , and it is an isomorphism. 
If 6* G End{M), then y ^ M may be written as y' = Py where 
y = 7] Zi for some r] G End{M). 
=4> ^'y = '^77'2i = P{9r])z, = /^^(ryzi) = /3^y = pOP'^y' 
^>e' = pop-\ 
= > /? induces a. 
U A4 = K ® D where i^ is bounded and D is /i-divisible. Like the pre-
vious case there exixts a summand N = zR oi K such that decomposition 
length k oi N is maximum and for any uniform xi G Soc{D) , there exists 
an infinite sequence of elements X2,X3, ....,x„,, in D such that 
d{x2R/xiR) = d{xsR/x2R) = = d{xnR/xn-iR) = = 1. 
Now Di =: xiR + X2R + XnR + is a sunnnand of D. For the projec-
tions 6 : M -^ N and IT : M -^ Di ,6' and vr' a.re their images under a. 
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Now ^ is a projection of M' onto its uuiserial summand A'' = z Roi length 
k and TT' is a projection of M' onto a divisible summand D of M 
where L) — X\R + X^R + 
For any yj G M, y -= yi + 2/2 where yi G K , t/2 e D, 
we may select 77 e End(M) such that r]z = yi , 7?x„ = 7/2 for some n. 
=> y r = { yi + y2) r = { rjz + -qxn ) r = r]{z + x„) r. 
We may define /3 : yr -> {rj'{z + x„))r where a : End{M) -> End{M ) 
maps 7] onto 77. 
= > P is an isomorphism from M onto M ' such that /? induces a. 
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Lastly if M has an unbounded basic submodule B such that B = ® Bk 
fc=i 
and each B .^ is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length k then 
vU = Si e 52 ® ®Bk® {Bl Hk{M)) 
where Bl = Bt+i ® Bk+2® [19]. 
Consider the projection Tr^  of M onto Bk- Since Bk is the direct sum of 
uniserial modules of length k , B^ = ®XkiR . Now we define 6jk as the endo-
morphism of M which maps B^ — ®XkiR onto Bj = ®XjmR if j < fc and 
Bk is mapped onto XjmpR \i j > k , here p = j — k and 
d{xjmR/xj„ipR) = k. The complement of 5/,- is mapped onto 0. 
Now TTfcTTj = 0 if A" / j and TT^  = 77^ for all A:. 
Trivially Oj^TTh = Ojk = i^jOjk , Hi < j < k ov k < j < i then 6ij0jk = O^k and 
j = A; implies that 9kj,9jk maps Af onto @XkmqR where g = j j - A; |. 
For the isomorphism ip : End{M) -> End{M'). 
Let TT;, and '^^ •/.be the images of TT/,. and Ojk-
=^ •nf.M is a summand of M' which is a direct sum of uniserial modules of 
decomposition length A:. 
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Again 6'^ /.+! maps 6'),+IM' onto 6'^M' and TT'^M' = 5^ = ®x),,/? such that 
9'f.kj^i maps Bfc+i onto B),. For Xk G Soc{Bk) such that x^ = Sxfc« , 
then \/ y e M 3 r] e End{M) such that ?7Xfc = y. 
We may define (p : M -^ M' such that (j): y -^ r] x^. 
Similar to the above cases (f) is also an isomorphism inducing ip. 
Hence the result is true for all types of QTAG-modules. 
The above result is not true in general. If M = J{p) is the additive 
group of j9-adic integers and M' = Z{p°°) then M and M' are Z-modules 
such that M is not isomorphic to M' but End{M) = End{M') which is the 
ring of p-adic integers. 
Section -3 
§ 2.3. Some Isomorphism Theorems 
In order to proceed further we need the following results [21] : 
Proposition 2.3.1. If M is a QTAG-module and B' a basic submodule 
of Hk{M) then there exists a basic submodule B oiM such that Hk{B) = B'. 
Proposition 2.3.2. Every QTAG-VHOAWIQ M may be expressed as 
M = Sk ® Mk where A4 = Bl + Hk{M) and Bl is a basic submodule of 
Mk , Hk{Sk) = 0. This decomposition is called /f5-decomposition. 
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Now we are able to prove the following : 
Theorem 2.3.3. [28] Let M and M' be Qr^G-modules such that Hk{M) = 
Hk{M') for some positive integer k. Then according to ilfB-decomposition 
Mk - M',, 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that M and M are 
free from the elements of infinite height. Now (Theorem 9, [21] ) and HB-
decomposition of modules enables us to write 
M = 5fc © Mk and M' =^ S'^,® M^ where Hk{Sk) = 0 , HkiS'^) =0 , 
HkiMk) = Hk{M) ^ Hk{M') = H,{Ml), 
Mk = {Bl Hk{M)) and M[ = {B[*, Hk{M')) with B and B' as basic submod-
ules of M and M' respectively. Let Hk{BM^) be a basic submodule of Hk[M) 
such that BM^ is a basic submodule of M^ and 5 ^ ' is a basic submodule of 
k 
Mfe such that HkiBM,) = Hk{Bf^'). As Hk{Mk) = Hk{Ml) there exists an 
isomorphism a : Hk{Mk) -> Hk{M',^) such that a{Hk{BM,)) = Hk{Bj^^'J. 
This isomorphism a helps us to define a : BM^ -> -B^^ ' such that 
a / Hk{BMj = a / HkiBM,). 
Now Mfc = (BM,,HkiMk)) and M', = {B,,^,Hk{Ml)) 
k 
and for X = 6 + ife where 6 e 5^4 and Xk € Hk{Mk), 
we may define P : Mk-^ M[ such that for x = 5 + Xfc G Mjt 
[i : b + Xk -^ a{b) + a(xk). 
Let x G Mfc such that x = 6 + ,x/; = 6i + Xk^ = Xi 
= > 6 - 6i = Xfe, - Xfc e iffc(Mfc) 
The results are already published in Ganita Sandesh, 18(2)(2004), 157 - 164. 
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= ^ Q'(6) - a{bi) = a{b - 61) = a(xk^ - Xk) = Q'lxfcJ - a{xk) 
or (5(6) + Qf(xfc) = a{xki) + a(6i). 
==> P is well defined homomorphism. 
Let X e Mk such that /3(x) = 0. 
= ^ /?(b + Xk) = 0 or Q'(5) + a{xk) = 0. 
This implies that a{b) = - a (x t ) and b e Hk{Mk). 
Thus Q!(6) = Q;(6) = Q;(-a:/c) = -a(xfc). 
= > Q<6 + Xfc) = 0 = » (6 + X,) = 0. 
= ^ /3 is one-one. 
Since a , a are onto, /? is onto. 
=^ Mfc ^ M ; . 
Corollary 2.3.4. [28] Let M be a QT^G-module with B and B' its basic 
submodules such that Mk = ((5^), H^iM)) and Af^  = ((B;.*), / / ^ ( M ) ) . Then 
Proof. Since M = Bi® B2 e Mfc and M =B^@ B^ © M;. 
^ Hk{Mk) = Hk{M) ^ Hk{M') = HkiMl). 
=^ Mk = Ml 
« 
Corollary 2.3.5. [28] Let A^  and N' be / .^-reduced QTylG-modules such 
that Hk{N) ^ Hk{N') for some positive integer k. Then N © L,. ^ N' ® Lo 
where Li and L-i are modules of bounded order bounded by k. 
Proof. Since Hk{N + Li) =. Hk{N) and /f ,(^ ' ' + L2) = Hk{N'). 
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The following result is an immediate consequence of the above results : 
Corollary 2.3.6. [28] Let M and M' be /i-reduced QTAG-modules and k 
is a positive integer, li M - S®N and M' = T©iV' where 5 and T are the 
maximal A;-bounded summands of M and M' respectively. Then A'^  = A'' if 
Hk{M) = lUM'). 
Corollary 2.3.7. [28] Let M and M' be QTAG-modules such that 
Hk{M) = Hn{M') ( n > k ). Then Hn-k{M'f,) = M,-. 
Proof. Since Hk{Hn-k{M')) = H,,{M') ^ H,{M), 
we may write {Hn-k{M'k)) = M/,. 
By /fS-decomposition M' = Sk ® M[ where M'^^ = {B[*,Hk{M')). 
^ H^-kiM') = Hn-kiSk) + {H,r-k{B':).,Hk{Hn-k{M'))). 
Since Hn-k{Sk ® ^1*) is a basic subraodule of Hn-k{M'), 
Hn-k{Ml) ^ Hn-k{M',) and M, ^ H^-k{M',). 
Now we are able to prove the following theorem : 
Theorem 2.3.8. [28] Let M and M' be two QTy^G-modules such that 
Hk{M) ^ Hk{M') for some k. If 71/ = S © A' and A/' = T ® N' such that 
S and T are maximal A>bounded summands of M and M' respectivily then 
A^  ^ A '^. 
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Proof. If M and M' are free from the elements of infinite height then the 
result is true by Corollary 2.3.6. 
Otherwise suppose Hk[M) = Hk{M') under the isomorphism a and 
M = S ® N and M' = T ® N' as mentioned above. 
Let Nh and A^^ are the submodules of N and A^ ' generated by the 
elements of finite height. 
=> Hk{Nh) = HkiN'i,) under the isomorphism a/Hk{Nh). 
By Theorem 2.3.5., N^, = A''^  under the isomorphism ah such that 
a,JH,{NH) = a/H,{Nh). 
We may define a map d: Nh + HkiN) -^ N^ + Hk{N') 
such that (j) : .x + y —> a/j(x) + a{y) where x e N^ , y ^ Hk{N). 
Now a/Nj, n H,{N) = au/N^ 0 Hk{N) 
and aiNh nHk{N)) = N^ 0 HkiN'). 
= > (p is an isomorphism. 
If 5 = (A ,^,, Hk{N),x) with xe N ,x ^ Nh + Hk{N) and (j) is an isomor-
phism from 5*' to a submodule of A'"' such that (j)'/Nh + H^iN) = 0. 
If X ^ Nh + HkiN) then x is an element of infinite height. 
Let z G A^ ' and x e N such that 3 z' e N' , x-' e A'"' such that 
d iz'R/zR) = d ix' R/xR) = 1 and 0(x') = z'. 
Now we define (j)' : Nh + H^iN) +xR-^ N^ + HkiN') + zR such that 
d : u + -u + xr -> (j!)(u -^ v)-^ zr where u e Nh , v ^ HkiN) , r e R. 
Now (/, + V + xr = 7ii + Vi + xri. 
=^  o (u + w + xr):^ (^'(MI + vi + xri). 
=> (D{U + v) + zr= (piui + ui) + zri. 
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^ (/;(?i + v) (j){ui + Wi) ^ z{ri - r). 
(j){u + v) — ©(ui + Vi) is of finite height and z{ri — r) is of infinite height. 
=> z{ri - r) = 0 or zri = zr, 
iz^  u + u = ui + t'l ( I?!) is an isomorphism ), 
^ (/>' is well defined isomorphism. 
=> (5', (/)') is an extension of {N,, + Hk{N)., (b). 
Let T be the family of pairs {St, (pt) such that St is a submodule of A'' con-
taining Nh + Hi;{N) and (/)t is an extension of ^. A partial order on T is 
defined such that for {St,(l)t) , (5/,0;) e J" , (S't,(/)t) > (S*/,*/)/) if and only if 
St D Si and (l)t/Si = 0/. Now !F is partially ordered and every chain in T has 
a least upper bound, thus by zorn's lemma there exists a maximal element 
{Sg,(pg). Now Sg = N othcrwlse 3 x e N, x $? Sg and 5^ may be extented 
to Sg + xR. 
=> we have an isomorphism from A'^  to A*" or N = N . 
Now we may state the following : 
Corollary 2.3.9. [28] Let M be a QTv'lG-module and k a positive integer. 
Then every automorphism of Hk{M) may be extended to an automorphism 
ofM. 
Proof. If M = S ® N where 5 is a maximal /c-bounded summand of M, 
then every automorphism of Hk{M) defines an automorphosm of A''. This 
defines an automorphism of M together with any a.utomorphism of S. 
Trivially for any two QTAG-modules M and M' such that Hk{M) ^ Hk{M') 
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with their maximal fc-bounded summaiids are isomorphic, then M = M . 
Corollary 2.3.10. [28] Let M be a QTAG-module and k a positive in-
teger. The only pure submodules between M and Hk{M) are of the form 
S ® N where 5 is a pm-e submodule of M bounded by k and M — S ® N 
where 5 is a maximal /c-bounded summand of M. 
Proof. Let /C be a pure submodule of M such that A4 D K D Hk{M). 
Now M/K = L , a submodule bounded by k and 
M = K®L' such that L ^ L'. 
^ Hk{M) = Hk{K) e H,{L')= Hk{K). 
li K = Li ® Ni where Li is a maximal fc-bounded summand of K, then by 
Theorem 2.3.8., Ni = N , Ni is pure in M and M/Ni is bounded by k 
iVj is a summand of M and M = S' ® Ni. 
^ K = S ® N where 5" is a pure submodule of M bounded by k. 
The above result implicates that the pure submodules between M and 
Hk{M) are all isomorphic upto sumraands of bounded order k. When 
M = 5 e A ^ a n d M = S ®N where 5 , S are maximal /c-bounded sum-
mands of M then N = N' . 
Section -4 
§ 2.4. Some properties shared by Module M and Hk{M) 
In this section the properties shared by a QTAG-module M and Hk{M) are 
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studied. In order to proceed further we prove the following result : 
Theorem 2.4.1. [30] Let M be a QTAG-modvle and k a positive integer 
such that Hk{M) = © TVj is a direct sum of modules Ni. Then M = ^ Mi 
is also a direct sum of modules Mi such that Hk{Mi) = N^. 
Proof. Let j e / and Lj = M / © Ni , then Hk{Lj) = Nj. 
Now Lm = S^^® ( L.ni)k where S^^is the maximal /c-bounded summand of 
L„i- Put M' ~ Y.{Lm)k ® Sk where Sk is the maximal A;-bounded summand 
of M. Now iffc(M') ^ i^fc(M), therefore by Corollary 2.3.9., M' ^ M 
and Af = eMj where M^ = (Lj)^ for alH e / except j £ I and 
M, = (L,) ,e 5fc and Hk{M,) ^ N,. 
=^ Hk{M) = ®Hk{Mi) = ®Ni. 
An automorphism / of Hk{M) which maps Hk{Mi) onto Ni may be 
extended to an automorphism / of M by Corollary 2.3.9., such that 
M = E / (MO and 7ffc(/(M,)) = /(//.-(A^,)) = N,. 
Theorem 2.4.2. [30] Let M be a QT'AG-module and M' be a pure sub-
module of Hk{M). Then there exists a pure submodule A'' of M such that 
/4(AA) = M' and 5oc(A0 = SOC{M'). 
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Proof. Let L be the submoduJe of M' generated by the elements of height 
zero in M'. For any uniform element y e L C M C Ht;{M) , 3 x G M 
such that d{xR/yR) — k. 
Let L' -Y,^R+ M' where x e M such that d{xR/yR) = k for some y e L 
= » ^fc(i^') = EyR + H,{M') C M'. 
If x G M ' and i/^;'('^) = 0° then x e //A-(^^') and x G / / A ( ^ ' ) 
On the other hand if Hj^^'{x) = n < 00. 
= ^ 3 ^ G M ' such that d{zR/xR) = n and 3 x e L such that 
d{xR/zR) = kor d{x'R/xR) = k + n. 
Therefore x G Hk{L') , M ' C HkH') and 7/^(1 '^) = M ' . 
By //^-decomposition [19j we may write L ~ Sk® L'J. where S^ is the 
maximal A;-bounded summand of L . 
Let A^  = L'I. then Hk{N) = HkiL',.) = Hk{L') = M' because N = L[ , 
Soc{N) = Soc{Hk{L')) = SociM'). 
Suppose on contrary that 3 x G Soc{N) such that H^!(x) < HM{X). 
Now Soc{N) = Soc{M') and M' C A^ . 
= > HM{X) = n < 00. 
But Hj^'[x) = n — k. Thus Hj^{x) = H^i{x) = n which is a contradiction. 
Therefore A/ is pure in M. 
There are many other properties possessed by a QTAG-VL\odu\Q M if and 
only if Hk{M) has these properties. For example a reduced QT'^G-module 
M is a ^-module if and only if H^iM) is a Xl-module [20]. 
Theorem 2.4.3. [30] Let M be a reduced QTAG-modiile then M is closed 
if and only if Hk{M) is closed. 
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Proof. Let B be the basic submodule of M such that B = © Bn-
r 7 , = l 
Then M is closed if M is the complete direct sum of these BnS 
_ oo 
or M = B= n Bn [25]. 
NowHk{nBy=nHk{Bn). 
=^ Hk{B) = Hk{B). 
= » Hk{B) or Hk{M) is closed. 
Conversely suppose Hk{M) is closed. If 5 is a basic submodule of M 
then Hk{B) is a basic submodule of Hk{M) ( Theorem 9, [19] ). 
Now 5 is a closed module with B as a basic submodule and B C M C B , 
M is pure in B. 
No^.v Hk{M) = Hk{B) = Hk{B). 
Again {B)k = Mk and by Theorem 2.3.3., 
M = B. Therefore M is closed. 
Another result occurs naturally : 
Theorem 2.4.4. [30] A Qry4G-module M is a direct sum of closed mod-
ules if and only if Hk{M) is a direct sum of closed modules. 
Proof. Let M be a direct sum of closed modules then M = Y Mj 
such that each Mj is closed and Hk{M) = Y.Hk{Mj). 
The results are already published in South East Asian J. Math, and Math. 
Sc, 3(2)(2005), 123 - 127. 
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By Theorem 2.4.3., Hk{Mj) is closed for all j . 
= > Hk{M) is a direct sum of closed modules. 
Conversely suppose that Hk{M) is a direct sum of closed modules then 
Hk{M) = Y. Ni such that each JVJ is closed. 
By Theorem 2.4.1., M = E M; such that Hk{Mi) = A^ ,. 
Now by Theorem 2.4.3., M^ is closed for all i. Hence M is closed. 
Since every finitely generated homomorphic image of a QTAG-vaodnle 
M is a direct sum of uniserial modules, M can be embedded in a direct sum 
of the copies of Z{p°°ys and uniserial modules of infinite length. Hence every 
QTAG-module may be embedded in a divisible module. 
Definition 2.4.5. The minimal divisible QTAG-module D containing a 
QTAG-module M is said to be the divisible hull of M. 
Now we prove some results related to high submodules and divisible 
hulls. In order to prove our main result we need the following lemmas : 
Lemma 2.4.6. A divisible QTAG-modnle D is the minimal divisible mod-
ule containing M if for any divisible submodule N C D , NOM = 0 implies 
A' = 0 . 
Proof, Since divisible submodules are direct summands the result is trivial. 
Lemma 2.4.7. Let N be a pure submodule of a QTAG-module M. If 
D D D' he the divisible hulls of M and A'' respectively then D' D M = A'. 
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Proof. Clearly A^  C D'HM. Let xe D'DM {x^O) and n be the smallest 
positive integer such that d{xR/zR) = n , z C N. 
Since N is pure B y G N{c D') such that d{yR/zR) = n. 
= > X — y ^ D . 
Suppose there exists a positive integer m and u ^ N such that 
d{{x - y)R/uR) = m. 
Now (i((x - y)R/uR) = m. , d{yR/zR) = n and (M + z)R C A^ , 
= ^ d{xR/{u + 2)i?)) < n- Which is a contradiction, 
=^ {x-y)RnN = {0}. 
=^xeNoxD'^M = N. 
Now we are able to prove the following : 
Theorem 2.4.8. Let M be a QT^G-module and M^ ^ 0. Let iV be a high 
submodule of M and K be the pure submodule of M"" . Then there exists a 
pure submodule L of M such that L^ = K and iV is high in L . 
Proof. Let / be the natural homomorphism from M to M/N 
Then f/M^ is an isomorphism. 
=> f{K) i spure in / (Af i ) . 
Let D be the divisible hull of /(M^) in M/N i.e D = M/N and let 
D (C D) be the divisible hull of f{K) contained in D. 
Now by Lemma 2.4.7., D' n /(M^) = /(/<). 
Let L = {a://(x) G i}'} = f-\D'). 
Now A'' is pure in L , L/A^ = D' and LAV is a pure submodule of M/N. 
= > L is pure in M. 
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Again KCL'C M' and f{L') C D'n f{Af) = f{K). 
=> L' =K. 
N is high in L because N n L^ = 0 and (A^  + yR) n L^  7^  0, because 
ioianyyeL,y^N,{N + yR)nL^^ 0. 
=^{N + yR) n M^ = 0. 
= ^ A^  is not high in M. 
This contradiction proves that N is high in L. 
The concept of cardinals and ordinals play a key role in the study of in-
finite structures. Analogous to the concept of Fuchs-5 group. We may define 
the following : 
Definition 2.4.9. [30] A QT^G-module M is a HF-module if and only 
if every infinitely generated pure submodule A^  of M is contained in a sum-
mand K generated by the set of same cardinahty i.e g{N) = g{K). 
Theorem 2.4.10. [30] A QTAG-module M is a //F-module if and only 
if Hk{M) is a ifF-module for all k. 
Proof. Suppose Hk{M) is a //F-module. Let C C M be an unbounded 
pure submodule of M generated by an infinite set of generators. 
Therefore Hk{C) is a pure submodule of Hk{M). 
Since Hk{M) is a ifF-module and Hk{C) is contained in a submodule D' of 
Hk{M) such that D' is a summand of Hk{M) and the set of generators of D' 
and Hk{C) have same cardinahty, equivalently g{D') — g{Hk{C)). 
Therefore Hk{M) = D' + L' . Now according to i/5-decomposition [19] we 
may write M = S^/ ® il//, where 5^^ is the maximal summand of M 
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bounded by k. 
By Theorem 2.4.1., M^ = D ® L where Hk{D) = D' , Hk{L) = L ' . 
Similarly we may write C = S^ ®Ck-
Therefore Hk{Ck) is a pure submodule of Hk{D) which is a pure submodule 
of Hk{M). Let 5^ be a basic submodule of Ck-
Then Hk{B'^) is a basic submodule of Hk{Ck) which can be extended to a 
basic submodule 5 of Hk{D) such that / 4 ( 5 ) = Hk{B') ® //^(B'^"), 
where Hk{B') = Y^^iR- Now \/ Xi , 3 yi e D such that 
d{yiR/xiR) = k and i/D(yi) = 0. 
We define B' ^ EVrR , B = B' + B'' and A^  = 5 © //A.(L)). 
Now B is a direct sum of uniserial modules, B is pure in N and 
7V/S - (S + Hk{D))/B ^ Hk{D)/{B f) Hk{D)) ^ Hk{D)/Hk{B). 
Since Hk{B) is a basic submodule of Hk{D) , Hk{D)/Hk{B) is divisible. 
= > N/B is divisible and B is a basic submodule of N. 
Now Hk{B) is a basic submodule of Hk{D) and 
i/,(iV) ?^  HkiB) + Hk{Hk{D)) = //,-(/;). 
By Theorem 2.3.3., Hk{N) ^ Hk{D). 
= > Nk = Dk where N = S^ ® Nk and D ^ S^ ® Dk according to HB-
decomposition. Now N = Nk because B is a basic submodule of A'^  and B is 
isomorphic to a basic submodule of D. 
= > A ^ ^ D . 
Now Ck = B' + HkiCk) ,B^CB and Hk{Ck) Q Hk{D). 
^CkCN. 
Again Soc{N) = Soc{Hk{N)) = Soc{Hk{D)) = Soc{D). 
= > A^  n L = 0. 
==> N ® L IS direct sum. 
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= > 5 f © A' © L is also direct as N®L = D®L. 
Now Si' ®NeLCM and Mk^ D®L={BD® Hk{D)) © L 
where BQ = B^ ® B' , B' = J2uiR and B'' = E^i-R such that there exists 
Xi with d(uiR/xiR) = d{viR/xiR) i.e Hgixi) — HBk{xi) 
or i/fc(B) = //fc(5'^). 
Now Mk = D + L=^{B' +B" + Hk{D)) ©L 
such that B" = E^^i^ and B'' = ZviR 
and 3 z, G M with d{uiRlz,R) = d{viR/z,R) = k i.e //fe(5") = Hk{B''). 
Since M = Sj^' ® Mk , Mk = D ® L , N ^ D, M C Sjf ® N ® L. 
Now 5oc(Cfc) = Soc{Hk{C)) and Soc{Hk{N)) = Soc{N). 
= > ^(C/c) = (^A )^ where g{M) denotes the cardinahty of the set of 
generators of M. 
Now M = S^ © Mk such that 5 f is a summand of Sjf. 
Thus C = 5f © Cfc © iV. 
= ^ C is a summand of M such that ,9(5f © TV) = g{C). 
=> M is /fF-module. 
Conversely suppose M is a if F-module. Let A' be a submodule 
of Hk{M). Then TV is contained in a summand K of M such that 
9{K) = 9{N). 
Thus TW = /< © L and Hk{M) = Hk{K) © Hk{L). 
Since A^  C Tffc(M) and N C i/fc(Tl/r) n K = Hk{K), 
g{N) < g{Hk{K)) < g{K) = g{N). 
=^ Hk{M) is a TfF-module. 
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Section -5 
§ 2.5. Quasi-Isomorphic Modules 
In this section the concept of quasi-isomorphic [5] is generalized for the 
QrAG-niodules. Quasi-isomorphism is studied in relation to the direct sum 
of uniserial modules, cyclic modules, basic submodules, closed modules, S-
modules etc. 
Definition 2.5.1. Let M and M' be two QTylG-modules then M is 
quasi-isomorphic to M' ( denoted by M = M') if there exists positive inte-
gers m and k and submodules A' C M., N' C M' such that Hm{M) C A'^ , 
Hk{M')cN' and N^N'. 
Now we investigate the properties which are preserved under quasi-isomorphism: 
Theorem 2.5.2. Let M and A' be two QTAG-modules. If M and A^  are 
quasi-isomorphic, then M/M^ is quasi-isomorphic to N/N^ and M^ ~ N^. 
Proof. Since M and A^  are quasi-isomorphic there exists positive integers 
k and / and submodules K C M. L C N such that M D K D Hk{M) and 
N^LD Hi{N) and K ^ L. 
This implies that M^ ^ K\ N^ ^ L^ and K^ = L\ Thus M^ = N\ 
Since K ^ L, K' ^ L^ and M^ ^ N\ K/K^ ^ L/L\ 
=^ Hk{M/M') ^ Hk{M)/M' C K/M' C M/M' and 
H,iN/N') ^ H,{N)IN' c L/N^ c AyA'^. 
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=> M/M^ is quasi-isomorphic to N/N^. 
The converse of Theorem 2.5.2. is not true in general. 
Theorem 2.5.3. Let M and M' be quasi-isomorphic QTAG-modnles. 
Then M is a direct sum of uniserial modules if and only if M' is a direct sum 
of uniserial modules. 
Proof. M is a direct sum of uniserial modules if and only if Hk{M) is also 
a direct sum of uniserial modules for all k and any submodule between M 
and Hk{M) is again a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Since M = M' , there exists positive integers k , / and submodules A'' , A'^  
such that Hk{M) cNcM , Hi{M') C N' C M' and N'^ N\ 
i.e TV is a direct sum of uniserial modules if and only if A'^  is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules and HI{N') C Hk{M') C A'''. 
==> Hi{M ) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
= > M is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Remark 2.5.4. Since the submodules of a cyclic modules need not be cyclic 
in general but if the modules are defined on bounded hereditary Noetherian 
prime rings then submodule of a cyclic module is also cychc. 
We may state the following result : 
Theorem 2.5.5. Let M and M' be qua.si-isomorpliic QTAG-modnlQ^ over 
bounded {hnpYungs. Then M. is a direct sum of cyclic submodules if and 
only if M is a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
Proof. The proof is on similar lines hence omitted. 
We may recall the definition of a ^-module. 
Definition 2.5.6. If M is a torsion module over a bounded {hnp)-nng R 
then .1/ is a XT-module if and only if all its high submodules are direct sum 
of cyclic modules. 
Theorem 2.5.7. Let M and M be ciuasi -isomorphic Q^AG-modules. 
Then .1/ is a ^-module if and only if M is a X]-niodule. 
Proof. Since M ^ Af' , then there exists positive integers k , I and sub-
modules N , N' of M and M' respectively such that Hk{M) C N C M , 
Hi{M')cN' CM' and N^N'. 
Let M be a J^-i^iodule. 
<^ Hk{M) is a E-module V /c > 0 ( Cor. 16, [20] ) and for a 
submodule A^  D Hk{M) , A' is a E-module ( Cor. 17, [20] ). 
Now A' = A''' implies that A"' is also a X]-module. 
Again by ( Cor. 16, 17 ; [20] ) M' is a E-module. 
In the previous section we have studied properties shared by closed mod-
ule M and Hk{M). We further investigate the following. 
Lemma 2.5.8. Let M be a closed QTAG-modnle and 71/ D N D Hk{M). 
Then A" is also closed. 
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Proof. Let Xi.,X2, ,x„, be a Caucliy sequence in A^ , hence in M. 
If [xn] converges to x G M then x - Xk e Hn{M) V A; > n. 
Since Xk e N => x e N. 
= ^ A'' is closed. 
Theorem 2.5.9. Let M and M' be quasi-isomorphic QT^lG'-modules. 
Then M is closed if and only if M is closed. 
Proof. Let M = M , then there exists positive integers k , / and sub-
modules N , N' oi M and M' respectiveh- such that Hk{M) C N C M , 
Hi{M') CN' C M' and N ^ N'. M is closed if and only if / ^ (M) is closed 
and A'^  is also closed by Theorem 2.4.3. and Lemma 2.5.8. 
= » A''' is also closed. 
Again by applying the same result M is also closed. 
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)^ <zftfe^~ 3 
Countable Ulm type 
QTAG - Modules and 
their high submodules 
CHAPTER - 3 
COUNTABLE ULM TYPE Qr/IG-MODULES A N D THEIR 
HIGH SUBMODULES 
§ 3.1. Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the study of countable Ulm type QTAG-modu\es 
and their Uhn-submodules in the hght of high submodules. Section two deals 
with the structure theorems for these modules. This study was limited up to 
Xl-modules i.e. modules for which high submodules are direct sums of cyclic 
modules. Here we study the structure of countable Ulm type QTAG-modules 
utilizing the notion of high submodule etc. to generalize the results of Cutler 
[6]. 
Section three deals with the isomorphic highs of QTAG-modn\es. A 
QTAG-modu\e is ///-module if all its high submodules are isomorphic. We 
generalize the results of Cutler [8] and the structure of these modules is stud-
ied by utilizing the notion of basic submodules, a-high chain of submodules, 
complementry sumraands and the submodules H'^{M) generated by the el-
ements of exponent at most n. Some topological aspects are also studied. 
It is found that the submodules of M / H„{M) which are the images of 
{a -f- n)-high submodules under the natui'al homomorphism are pure-dense 
modules in the a-toi)ology. Certain results regarding isot}-pe submodules are 
also studied. 
Section -2 
§ 3.2. Structure Theorems 
To start with we need the following : 
Definition 3.2.1. For a QTAG module M and an ordinal a we define the 
Ulm-submodule M" of M as M" = f] M" and M'^+i = {M^f, M° = M. 
p<(j 
Now we get M° = M D M^ D M^ D and M^ = M" / M"^^ is the 
cr-th Ulm factor of M. 
The ordered sequence MQ D M ; D D M^, (a < r) is said to be 
the Ulm sequence of M and r is the Ulm type of M. 
Throughout this chapter M^'s are different from the M^s, in i/B-decomposition. 
Rem£irk 3.2.2. For an ordinal /?, a submodule A'' of M is /3-high in M if 
A'" is a if/3(M)-high submodule of M. Therefore an w-high submodule of M 
is just a high submodule of M. A submodule N \s {(3-\- l)-high in M if N is 
(if^(M))i-high in M. 
Remark 3.2.3. For any ordinal a, a-topolog}^ on a (^TylG-module M is 
the linear topology of M having {Hp{M)]p^„ as a base for the neighbour-
hood system of zero. 
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Remark 3.2.4. If the ordinal a is not mentioned then we use /i-topology 
mentioned in Chapter -1. 
Remark 3.2.5. (i) If a is an ordinal , 0ea means 0 < P < a. 
(ii) u is the first infinite ordinal and u)* = u - {0}. 
(iii) C is the cardinality of the continuum. 
Definition 3.2.6. For a QTAG-modnle M and a limit ordinal a, a chain 
of submodules {Mk}k^u of M is said to be a a-high chain in M if M^'s are 
Ha{M)-high submodules of M. If f : M —> M/Ha{M) is the natural ho-
momorphism then {f{Mk)}kew is the a-high chain in M/Ha{M). 
For the sequel we need the following results : 
Lemma 3.2.7. Let M be a reduced QTAG-modnle and N a. {a + n)-high 
submodule of M, with a a limit ordinal and n a non-negative integer. Then 
H^{M) = H''{N) © H''{L) for k <n+l and any complementary summand 
L of a maximal n-bounded summand of Ha{M). 
Proof. Now Soc{M) = Soc{N) ® Soc{L) i.e. H^{M) = H\N) 0 H\L). 
Suppose H''{M) = H''{N) 0 H''{L) ,k<n + l. 
Let X e H''+\M) such that x ^ H^{M), 
= > 3 y e M such that a; is the predecessor of y i.e d{xR/yR) = 1. 
^-^ y £ /•/'"(yif) and y ^ z + v such that 
2 G H''{N) and t- G //'^(L) 
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Now L is the compleineiitaiy sunimand of a nia,xinial n.-bounded summand 
of /f„(M), 3 vi eL such that d{viR/vR) = 1. 
Again A^  is pure , 3 Zi G A such that d{ziR/zR) =^  1. 
Now d{xR/yR) = 1 , 
= » d{xR/{v + z)R) = 1, 
=^ e{y - {z + v)) < 1, 
=4> y ~ {z + v) ^ Soc{M) and the result follows. 
Let M and A^  be two QTAG-modules, K and L be their high submodules 
respectively and f : M —^ M/H^{M), g : N -^ ^'///^(A^) the natural 
homomorphisms. We investigate the conditions when H^{M) = H^{N) and 
the existence of an isomorphism h : K —)• L inducing an isomorphism from 
f{K) onto g{L) such that the induced isomorphism can be extended to an 
isomorphism from M/H^{M) onto N/H^{N), indicates that M and A^  are 
isomorphic. In fact they are not isomorphic in general. We found that if 
H^{M) is a direct sum of uniserial modules of the same length then the 
above result is true but it is not true in general. 
Theorem 3.2.8. Let M and A be reduced QT.4G-modules, a a hmit 
ordinal and k a positive integer such that 
(i) there exist {a + k -I )-high submodules Mk-i and Nk-i of M and A" 
respectively which are isomorphic under an isomorphism / and 
(ii) there exist {a + k )-high submodules Mk 'J Mk-i and A^^ D A^ .^i of 
M and A' respectively, and an isomorphism h : Mk/Ha{Mk) —> Nk/Ha{Nk) 
such that h{x + Ha{Mk)) = f{x) + Ha{Nk)- Then there exists an isomor-
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phism / : Mk --> A'A- such that h{x + H^{Mk)) = f{x) + Ha{Nk) for 
all X E Mk and //Mfc_i = / . 
Proof. We shall prove the result for the above mentioned case only. Now 
n 
Ha{Mn) = 0 v4i where each Ai is the direct sum of uniserial modules of 
i=l 
length i i.e. 
Ai= © {u^jR ), e{uij) = i and Ho,{Nn) = ® Q, 
j e J^ '=' 
where Ci = © {vijR ) and e(u,j) = i iov n = k - 1 , k. 
Since g{Mk/Mk-i) = g{Nk/Nk^,) , g{Ak) = giCk) for every j e Jk 
there exists elements {x]}j£(j of elements of M^ such that 
XQ = Wfc , d{xlR/xoR) — ki , x\ - z E Mk-i where d{xl_^_iR/zR) = k 
and Mk/Mk-i= E (xj + Mfc_.i)i?. 
j e Jfc 
To ensure the existence of such sequence we put x{ — u{ and choose x{ e Mk 
such that d{xiR/x{R) = k. 
In this way XQ,X-{, xj may be obtained. 
Since Mk/Mk-\ is divisible there exists y e Mk such that 
d{{y + Mk-i)R/{x{ + Mk-i)R) = k. 
= ^ a!((.xi + Mk-i)R/{xl + Mfc_i)i?) - ki and 
(i((y + Mk-i)R/ixi + Mk-i)R) = k{i + 1). 
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Since A4_i is pure in Mk and /i(x^) > a; , 3 z e M/c_i such that 
d{{y + z)R/xlR) = A;(z + 1) and we put x]+i = ?/ + 2:. 
Now dixl^^R/xlR) = /i;(z + 1) and xl - (y + z) = {4 - v) - z e Mk-i. 
Also for each j € J/c there exists a sequence {y^  jieu of elements of Nk 
such that H^{Nk) = ®Ci®{ © (y^i?)) 
and e(y^) = A;, diyiR/yiR) = ki , y'i e h{x{ + H^{Mk)) 
and y^  - 2' = /(xf - 2) G A''A:-I where z\z e N such that 
d{yi^^R/zR) = k , d{xi+^R/zR) = k and 
N,/N,-i= © {y{ + Nk-i)R. 
Such a sequence exists because for j e J/.- we choose vl G /i(x] + Ha{Mk)) 
for ah z e w* (= a; - {0}). 
Now diivj + H^iNk))R) = d{h-'{vi + H^iN,))R) 
= d{{xi + HaiM,))R) = ki. 
=> ki < d{vlR) < k{i + 1) and d(i'//?) = k[i + 1). 
Also y^  = uj{ such that d{v{R/u{R) = A:. 
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Then E 1/0^ is direct and H^{Nk) = ECi^T.uiR-
The sum is direct and 
HaiNk) = J2 Ci ® T. (yo-^) because h is an isomorphism from 
MklHa{Mh_i) onto Nk/Ha{Nk-i)- With these sequences we may extend / 
to an isomorphism from M^ onto A'^ . 
The direct extension is obtained by defining / : Mk —> Nk such that 
Hy) = h{x + ExiR) ^ fix) + (EyiR)-
Now / is a well defined, one-one, onto map and f/M^-i = / . 
Lemma 3.2.9. Let M be a QTvlG-module, a a limit ordinal, {A i^}ig^ be 
a chain of (a + i) -high submodules of M and Ma = [J Ni. Then M = 
h4^ + Ha{M), Ha{M) = U Ha{Ni) if and only if M = u'^ AT^ . Also if«(M„) 
•iei^ t e a ; 
is a basic submodule of Ha{M). 
k 
Proof. Since A''^  is isotype H^iNk) •= E Bi [32] where each Bi is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules of length i ; 
B = E 5i is a basic submodule of Ha{M) and 
HaiM) = E 5^ e 5 , where 5 , = E S, + Ha+k{M). 
i=l k+l 
Let X be a uniform element of M such that d{xR) = 1+1 
then by Lenuna 3.2.7., 
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x = y + z such that y e H'+'{Ni) , z e H'^KB[). 
=^ X e Ma + Ha{M) and the result follows. 
We are now able to state the following : 
Corollary 3.2.10. M = Ma + Ha+n{M) for all integer n. 
Proof. Trivial. 
Corollary 3.2.11. M/H^{M) ^ M^/Hc,{M^). 
Proof. MIH^{M) = {Ma + Ha{M))/Ha{M) 
= Mai Ma n Ha{M) = Ma/HaiM) as Ma Is an isotype. 
The following result is the consequence of the above : 
Corollary 3.2.12. Let a be an ordinal and M , N he QTAG-modules. 
If there exists isomorphisms / : Ma —> Na and g : Ha{M) —)• Ha{N) 
such that f/Ha{Ma) = g/Ha{Ma)- Then there exists a unique isomorphism 
h:M—^N such that h/Ma = f , h/Ha{M) = g. 
Proof. Since M = Ma + Ha{M) , every x £ M may be written as 
y + z ,yeMa, zeHaiM). 
This immediately suggest a unique isomorphism h : M —> N 
such that h : x{= y + z) —> f{y) + g{z). 
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Theorem 3.2.13. Let M and A^  be QTylG-modules and a a limit ordinal 
8ucli that Ha{M) and Hc,{N) are closed [25]. M and N axe isomorphic if 
and only if there exists sequences {Mi}i^^ , {A^ i}ie<^  of submodules of M and 
N respectively satisfying the following conditions : 
(a) \/k eoj, Mk and Nk are (a+A;)-high submodules of M and N respectively ; 
(b) V/e G a; , M^ C Mk+i , Nk C N^+i ; 
(c) For every k eu there exists isomorphisms fk : Mk/Ha{Mk) —> Nk/Ha{Nk) 
such that fk/{Mk-i/Ha{Mk-i)) = fk-i where Mk-i/Ha{Mk-i) is naturally 
embedded in Mk/Mk-i ; 
[d)H^{M) = IUN). 
Proof. If M and A'^  are isomorphic then the above conditions are satisfied. 
Conversely suppose M and N are QTylG-modules satisfying the above con-
ditions . We define isomorphisms J^ : Mk —> Nk such that fk/Mk-i =fk-i 
To start with we put /o = /o-
Applying induction we assume that /o , / i , , fk~i axe defined with the 
given conditions. 
Now fk{x + H^{Mk)) = fk-i{x) + H^iNk) for x G Mk-i-
Thus by Theorem 3.2.8., there exists an isomorphism fk : Mk —>• Nk 
such that fk{x + H^{Mk)) = Jk{x) + H^[Nk) and fk/Mk-i = A-_i. 
Now yi/„ = U ^^4 and A^ ,, = U Nk. 
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Let, / : Ma —> Na be an isomorphism such that f/Mk = fk-
Since Ha{M) = HaiN) and Ha{M) is closed such that Ha{Ma) is a basic 
submodule of Ha{M) , there exists an isomorphism g : Hn{M) —)• Ha{N) 
such that g/Ha{Ma) = f/Hc{Ma). 
Now by Corollary 3.2.12., there exists an isomorphism h : M —> N 
such that h/Ma = / , h/H^{M) = g-=^ M ^ N. 
If a is a limit ordinal and M a QTAG-module such that Ho{M) is closed 
and the chain of submodules {Mj + Ha{M))/Hn{M), j G M is a a-high chain 
in M/Ha{M) then M may be characterized by its class of a;-high chains and 
Ha{M) which is a direct consequence of the above. 
Corollary 3.2.14. For any two QTAG-modnles M and A'^  such that 
M/HUM) ^ N/HUN) and M/HUM) is closed, H^{M) ^ H^{N) and 
they are direct sum of uniserial modules of same length. If M and A'^  have 
isomorphic high submodules then M = N. 
To prove our next theorem we need the following lemma : 
Lemma 3.2.15. Let M be a QTAG-module and A' be its submodule with 
B as its basic submodule. For an ordinal a if 5 c Ha{M) then N C Ha{M). 
Proof. We use induction by assuming that N C Hp{M) \/ p < a < a. 
There may be two cases : 
Case(i) Suppose a is not a hmit ordinal i.e. 
(7 = /? + 1 for some ordinal 3. 
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UxeN then x G Hf3{M) and 3 y G P^ C Hf3{M) such that 
d{yR/{x + b)R) = 1 for some beB. 
Now B C Ha.{M) C //a(M), 
= » 3 2 e HpiM) such that d{zR/bR) = 1. 
= > d((y - z)R/xR) = 1. 
= > X e ffa(M). 
Case(ii) If a is a hmit ordinal then for every element x of A^ , 
X G Hp{M) \f p<a<a, 
=>xe Ha{M). 
= » A^  C Ha{M) and 7Y c i^a(M) in both cases. 
Theorem 3.2.16. Let M be a QrAG-raodule and {ajjj^^j be an increasing 
sequence of ordinals such that QQ = 0. For every j e u, let Pj be the ordinal 
such that uaj + Pj — uaj+i. For each j ^ u let {N-}i^^ be a chain of sub-
modules of M such that iV/ is (/3^  + l)-high in H^a,{M) and H^^{Ni) C A^ '^^ \ 
where 7V^  = ^ iV '^. Then 7^ '= = E A'Z+^f is (tjafc+i +z)-high in M. 
i G u) j <k 
Proof. The set {{k,i)/k,i e a;} can be made well ordered if we define 
{k,i) < {l,j) ii k <l and {k,i) < (kj) if z <j. 
For fc = 0, 7;° is {u + z)-high in M V z e w. 
Using induction we assume that the result is true for all {k, i) < {I J) , / > 0. 
Now (Tj n H^^,^^+,{M) = 0. 
Consider the {ujai+i + i)-high submodule T of M containing Tj. 
If X be a uniform element of 5" such that d{xR) = s + 1 i.e. 
(e(x) = s + 1) for some s eu. 
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Now by Lemma 3.2.15. and above hypothesis we have, 
H^a,{Tj) = N'j. Smce H^a,{Tj) = iVJ, this fact and Lemma 3.2.7. imply that 
where K is a complementary summand of a maximal s-bounded 
summand of Nj. 
If 5 is a basic submodule of K and L = B + Ht^ai+s{M), 
then K C L and by Lemma 3.2.7., 
Now x = a + 6 such that a G H'+\T^^-^) , b e H'+\L) 
=>{bR + N^^)nH^.^,^^u-{M) = 0. 
Since A^ j is (A + j)-higli in H^a,{M) and b e A j^, therefore T = Tj. 
The above results at once infer that Tf is an isotype in M. 
Section -3 
§ 3.3. Isomorphic high submodules 
Tliis section deals with the investigation of isomorphic high submodules 
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of a QTAG-module M. A QT^lG-module M is an IH-module if all of its 
high submodules are isomorphic. For example ^-modules are well known as 
///-modules. In order to minimize the area of investigation first we need the 
following : 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let a be a hmit ordinal, k a positive integer and M a 
QTAG-modnle of Ulm t}qDe (a + k) such that the maximal (A- — l)-bounded 
summand of M is zero. Let / : M —> M/Ha{M) be the natural homomor-
phism and LQ C LI C C Lk-i be a chain of pure submodules of 
M/Ha{M) such that /(//'=(A/) = E//'^--*(Li). Then there exists a 
chain of submodules A'o C A''i C C Nn^i in M such that for 
z= 0,1, , A; — 1, 
(a) Ni is {a + i)-high in M and 
(b) f{N,) = U. 
Proof. For fc = 1 , f{Soc{M)) = SOC{LQ). 
Consider K = f-\Lo). Now Hc,{M) C Soc{M) and //^(M) is bounded. 
It is sufficient to show that Ha{M) is pure in K. Consider a unifirm element 
X e K such that d{xR/x'R) = 1 for some x <E Ha{M). 
=^ fix) e Soc{Lo). 
= > 3 y e Soc{M) such that f{y) = f{x). 
=> y - X e Kerf or y - x = z e Ha{M). 
=4> y — z = X ^ SOC{LQ). 
==> Ha{M) is pure in /C, hence a summand of K, i.e. K = .% ® Ha{M). 
Now f/No is an isomorphism from A'o onto LQ and / preserves heights less 
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than a and f{No) = LQ which is pure in A4/Ha{M). 
==^ A^o is pure in M. 
Now Soc{M) = Soc{No) ® Ha{M) and the purity of No in M 
imphes that A^o is a-high in M. 
We shall prove the result by induction assuming that the result is true 
for the modules of Ulm type {a + k - I) . For a QTAG-module M of Ulm 
type (a + k). Let LQ Q LI C C Lk be a chain of pure submodules of 
k 
M/HQ.{M) with the above condition and Ha{M) = ® A^  where each Ai is 
the direct sum of uniserial modules of length i. 
It is sufficient to show that Ak is a pmre submodule of /~^(Lfc_i) to prove 
that Ak is a summand of /'^{Lk-i). 
Now by Lemma 3.2.7., any {a + k - l)-high submodule C of M satisfies 
H^{M) = H'^iC) ® Ak and therefore f{H''{M)) = f{H''{C)). 
For X € f~^{Lk-i) such that y € Afc and d{xR/yR) = t, 
we have to show that y G Ht{Ak). 
If X G /~^(Lfc_i) such that x' € Afe and d{xR/xR) = 1, 
then /(x) e 5oc(Lfc_i) = /(5oc(C)). 
Hence x G //"''(M) = > x' G //i(ylfc). 
Consider a positive integer t , I <t < k. I fxG /~^(Lfc_i) such that z G A^ . 
where d{xR/zR) = k , 1 < s <t, then z' G i/s(Afc) where d{xR/zR) = t 
For X G /~^(Lfc_i) with y G A^ where d{xR/yR) = t 3 y' ^ Ak such that 
d{xR/yR) = 1 , div'R/yR) =t-l. 
=^y -ye H'-\M) = if*-i{C) ® H'-\Ak). 
=^ y -y =, u + w where u G H^~^{C) , v G .f/"''^ (Afc). 
Consider u' G H*(C) such that d{u R/uR) = 1. 
= » x' - u' e Ak. 
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Since u G H\C) with t < fc, we have u £ f H^fc-i)-
=> 3 v e Ak and d{v'R/{x - u)R) = 1. 
=>v' -x = H\C) , since u € i?'(C) or x G H\C). 
Ift = fcthena;Gi/^(Afc), 
= » eG-r) = t, 
and for t > k , e{x) > t thus A^ is a summand of f''^{Lk-i)-
Now we may write f~^{Lk-i) — Nk-i © Ak. 
It is to be proved that Nk-i is (a + fc - l)-high in M. 
Since ifa+fc-i(M) = Hk-i{Ak) and /f^(M) == H''{Nk-i) ® A- , 
it is sufficient to shov/ that Nk-i is pure in A4. 
Let T = A^ fc_i n i7„(M) i.e if«(M) = T 0 Ak-i and Ker{f/Nk-i) = T and 
•x e T such that HM{X) = a + n { where 0 < n < f c - l ) . 
If C is a ( a + A; - l)-high submodule of M containing T then for all positive 
integer m > 0 , 3 y € H''{C) such that if^d/) ^ "T- and d{yR/xR) = n + 1. 
Since //'^-(C) C rHLfc_i) , y G iVfc-i 8 ^ , 
and y = M + u such that u e H''{Nk-i) and v G /Ifc, 
= > d{{u + v)R/xR) =n + 1, 
or a; = (u + v)r for some r G i? and ur — x = —vr G >l/t-
= ^ H{y) < k , H{ur — x) <k which is not possible. 
= » Mr — X = 0 or xR C wi? , HM{U) > T -^
Let n = k - 2. Since f{Nk-i) = Lfc-i and Lfc_i is pure in M/Ha{M) , 
there exists a G Nfc-i such that d((u + a )R/aR) = m where a G T, 
= > d{aR/xR) = m + k—l as d{aR/{u + a)R) = m , 
d{{u + a)R/xR) = /c- 1, 
i.e H{x) is infinite in M as well as in N^-i if .r G T n A f^c-i-
Otherwise for x G A^ fc_i such that HM{X) < a 3 U C: M , d{uR/xR) = s. 
= > H{f{x)) > s and by the purity of Lk-i, 
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there exists y G Nk-i such that d{f{y)R/f{x)R] = s. 
Since Ker{f/Nk-i) = T and elements of T ha,ve infinite height in A'^-i , 
HN,^AX) > s. 
= > Nk-i is pure in M. 
Again Soc{M) = Soc{Nk-i) 0 Soc{Ak) , A'/.-i is pure in M. 
We conclude that A^ fc_i is (a + /c - l)-high in y\/. 
To obtain the chain we consider, 
1=0 i=0 
i=l 
By induction there exists a chain A^o Q ^h ^ Q •^ fc-2 of submodules 
of Nk-i such that for i = 1,2, ,k - 2. 
Ni is (a + i)-high in A^ fc-i and f{Ni) = L,-. 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let M be a QTylG-module of Ulm type {a-^k) , a be a 
hmit ordinal and k a positive integer such that the maximal (A; — l)-bounded 
summand of M is zero. Let / : M —>• M/Ha{M) be a natural homomor-
phism. Then a pure submodule N of M/Ha{M) is the image of an a-high 
submodule of M if and only iif{H''{M) = f{H^{N))®L where Hk-i{L) = 0. 
fc-i 
Proof. As N is dense in M/HQ.{M) and we mav write L= @ Li where each 
1=0 
Li is the direct sum of uniserial modules of length (A; — i). By above theorem 
we may select a chain of pure submodules A' = A^o ? A^ i ? A'A--I of 
M/H,,{M) such that //'=-^(A^,+i) = //''-'(A",) 0 1 , . 
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Then f{H\M)) = E ff^'^Ni). 
1=0 
Remark 3.3.3. If a QTAG-module M of Ulm type (a + A;) may be ex-
pressed as M = S + N where S is a maximal fc-bounded summand of M 
then M is a IH-vaodule if and only if iV is a IH-modnle. 
Before starting the main theorem we need the following : 
For a QTAG-module M and an ordinal P , T^ is the topology induced 
on M by taking the chain of submodules {Ha{M)}a^^p as the fundamental 
system of neighbourhoods of zero. Tk is the relative topology induced on 
Hk{M) by T^. Thus T^ is the inductive limit topology on M obtained by 
taking the inductive limit of the topological module {H^{M), Tk) in the cat-
egory of topological modules. 7^ is said to be the /^-topology on M which is 
hausdroff if the Ulm type of M is less than or equal to (3. 
Note 3.3.4. For a QTAG-module of Ulm type a, a-topology is always 
defined. 
Definition 3.3.5. Let iV be a QTAG-module of Ulm type a. A QTAG-
module M is an elongation of N by a bounded module K if Ho,{M) = K 
and M/H^{M) ^ N. 
Definition 3.3.6. Let a be a limit ordinal k a positive integer and M a 
QTAG-module of Ulm type (a + k). Let Ni , N2 be the QTAG-modules of 
Ulm type a and Ki , K2 are submodules of A^ i and N2 such that Ki is sub-
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module of H''{Ni) ; z = 1,2 containing a maximal (k - l)-bounded summand 
of M. If Ki's are dense in a-topology, the pairs {Ni,Ki) and (A^2,-^2) are 
equivalent if there exists an isomorphism f : Ni —> N2 mapping Ki onto K2-
Remark 3.3.7. For the first infinite ordinal UJ such a pair is said to be 
///-type if for any two pure, dense submodules Ki , K2 oi M such that 
H\K{) ® Li = H^{K2) ® L2 with Hk_,{L,) = {0} = Hk-i{L2). 
We have Ki ^ K2. 
Theorem 3.3.8. Let a be a limit ordinal and n a positive integer. 
Let Ta,n be the class of equivalence classes of pairs (M, N) where M is 
a QTAG-modvXQ of Ulm type a and A'' a submodule of H'^{M) contain-
ing a maximal (n — l)-bounded summand of M, dense in a-topology with 
Soc{N) ^ Soc{M). Let Aa+n be the class of isomorphism classes of QTAG-
modules of Ulm type (o -I- n). Then / : Aa+n —> ^a+n such that 
f:M-^ {M/Ha{M),H''{M)/H,,{M)) is one-one and onto. 
Proof, Let L be a QTAG-modn\e of Ulm type a as in the above statement. 
We may consider a chain LQ C LI C C L„ = L of pure submodules of 
L which are dense in L with respect to a-topology. 
71. 
Let B — ® Bi where each B^ is the direct sum of uniserial 
modules of length i i.e B, = © UijR and \J\ = g{Li/Li_{). 
Let A be the divisible hull of B, and /) = © ( A / ^ j )• Let /j : L —^ L/LQ 
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be the natural homomorphism and /2 : D —> © ( /^i /A ) be a homomor-
i=0 
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phism such that / 2 / A is the natural homomorphisiu from A to Di/Bi. 
_ 7) 
Consider the isomorphism / : L/LQ —> 0 ( DjBj ) 
1=1 
such that f{Li/Lo) = © ( Dj/Bj ) , z = 1, 2, , n. 
M = {{x,y)/x eL,ye Djf,{x) = ^(y)}. 
Then M is an elongation of L by B. 
i 
Now Ni — {{x,y)l{x,y) e M,x e Li , y e 0 Dj} is (Q + i)-high submodule 
j = i 
of M , z = 0,1,2, , n - l . 
n 
If TT is a projection of M onto L, then Ker{Tr) = Ha{M) — ® Bi and 
i=\ 
TT : A'i —> Li such that -nNi — Li for z = 0,1,2, n - 1. 
For another QTAG-n\od\x\Q L' of Ulni type a with A' as a maximal (n — 1)-
bounded summand of L', we may decompose L' = L®N . Let 5 be a dense 
n - l 
submodule of fl'"(L) such that Soc{S) 7^  S'oc{L). We may write 5 = 0 5 , 
i=0 
where each Si is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length i. 
We again select a chain of submodules LQ Q LI C C L,j_i of L 
such that H''-\Li) = 0 H^'-^Sj). 
By the method stated above we may construct module M of Ulm type 
(Q + n) with a chain of (a + z)-high submodules AQ C A^ J C C A''„_i 
such that M/Ha{M) = L under the isomorphism mapping / from 
{Ni + H^{M))/H^{M) onto L, , z = 0,1,2, n - 1. 
Hence by Theorem 3.2T3., M is determined upto isomorphism by the chain 
of modules LQ C Li C C L„,_] C L. 
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Hence for a = u, the study of ///-modules of length {u + n) is reduced to 
the study of modules of Ulm type u having the prescribed set of isomorphic 
pure submodules. By Theorem 3.3.1., the mapping / stated above in the 
theorem is one to one onto. 
Following is the direct consequence of the above : 
Corollary 3.3,9. Let A^+n be the subclass of Au,+7i of //f-modules and 
T^+n be the subclass of !Fui+n of ///-type then f/Auj+n is onto J^u+n-
Note 3.3.10. For a QTAG-module and an ordinal a we may consider the 
chain of submodules {Hp{M)}p^^^a as a fundamental system of neighbour-
hoods of zero to define the topology T". Since H^{M) be the submodule 
of M. T" induces a limit topology 71- on H^{M). Then Tp is the inductive 
limit topology on M obtained by taking the inductive limit of the topological 
modules {H^{M),Tk) in the category of topological modules. 
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J^<^ife!^~-^ 
(co + n) - projective and 
totaQy projective Modules 
CHAPTER - 4 
(cj + n)-PROJECTIVE AND TOTALLY PROJECTIVE 
MODULES 
§ 4.1. Introduction 
This cliapter deals with the structure of (a; + n)-projective modules and to-
tally projective modules. In fact we generalize some results of Fuchs [14] 
for the QTAG-modules. In section two many concepts like isometric groups, 
distinctive groups are generalized for the QTAG-modules. It is proved that 
two (u) + n)-projective QTAG-modules M , Af'are isomorphic if and only if 
there is a height preserving isomorphism between H''^{M) and H'"'{M ). 
C-decomposable groups were defined in [10]. In section three we general-
ize this concept as [/-decomposable modules for the QTAG-modules. Section 
four deals with the endomorphisms of the QTAG-modules. In this section we 
characterize the endomorphism rings of totally projective QTAG-modules. 
In section five nice decomposition series are studied. Here totally projective 
QTAG-modules are studied in terms of nice decomposition series. The last 
section six introduces us with the rich QTAG-modules which is a generaliza-
tion of rich groups [24]. 
Section - 2 
§ 4.2. {u + n)-projective modules 
Here we try to characterize {OJ + n)-projective modules M by their sub-
modules H^^N), defining a function v on M whose range is the set of all 
ordinals and infinity. In fact the results of [14] are generalized for QTAG-
modules. Here we deal with cychc modules too therefore the rings are 
bounded {hnp)-nngs. To start with we need the following : 
Definition 4.2.1. A uniserial module U = uR C M of length n is said to 
be fundamental if v{x) = v{u) + Hu{x) V a; G uR. Here v is defined as in 
the Definition 1.4.3. 
Remark 4.2.2. A QTAG-modxile M with the function v is a-fundamental 
if in M" = {x e M/HM{X) >a},vis defined as v{y) = a + HM<'{y)-
We start with the characterization of n-bounded modules N with v which 
appear as submodules in (a; + n)-projective modules M such that M/N is a 
direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let A'' be a fc-bounded QTAG-module then it is a sub-
module of a {u + /.•)-projective QT^lG-module M with M/N as a direct sum 
of uniserial modules if and only if 
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( a ) H{x) <u; + k \/ x ^ N , x ^ 0 ; 
( b ) A^  is w-fuiidamental. 
Proof. Let M be a (w + /c)-projective QTAG-modnle and N a fc-bounded 
submodule of M such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
= » HUM) C N hence H^+k{M) = 0. 
Since the heights of elements in H^{M) satisfy ( b ) , the necessity is obvious. 
Conversely suppose N is a fc-bounded submodule with the above condi-
tions .For every x e A^ such that v{x) = k^ we may select a uniserial module 
yR such that d{yR/xR) = kx , d{yR) ~ k and y z E N with v{z) = a; , we 
may select infinitely many uniserial modules ulR , i = 1,2, of length k 
with v{ul) •= i. 
Now C = {® yR) ® {® u\R) is a /c-bounded QTAG-modwlQ such that the 
X y 
mapping y —> x , ui —> z extends to a homomorphism / : C —>• N and 
the natural homomorphism from C/Kerf —> N is an isometry implied by 
( a ) and ( b ). Now for every y and u[ we may select uniserial modules y'R 
and u'!R of lengths {k + k^) and {k + i) respectively. 
By the correspondence y —)• y" {d{y"R/y'R) = k) , 
Mi - ^ u"' {d{ul'R/u'^R) = fc), 
C may be identified with a submodule L = {®y'R) ® {®u^R) such that the 
heights of the elements a of C in L are given by v{a). 
Then M = L/Kerf is (w + /c)-projective whose quotient mod C/Kerf is a 
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direct, sum of uuiserial modules . 
Remark 4.2.4. If the rings are (/?,np)-rings then we ma,y replace uniserial 
by cyclic in the above result. 
Remark 4.2.5. For a (tc;+/c)-projective QTAG-module M and a /c-bounded 
submodule N C M { with M/N as a direct sum of uniserial modules ) is not 
uniquely determined. But if A'^ ' C M has the same property i.e. M/N' is a 
direct sum of uniserial modules, then M/{Nr\N') also has the same property 
because M/{N D N') may be identified as a submodule of {M/N) 0 {M/N'). 
To investigate further we need the following : 
Definition 4.2.6. A QTAG-modu\e N with v defined on it, is said to be 
distinctive if there exists a monomorphism of N into a direct sum of uniserial 
modules which doesn't decrease heights or v{x). 
Theorem 4.2.7. Let M be a QTAG-modn\e over a (/mp)-ring and A^  C M 
such that M/N is a direct sum of cyclic modules. If v{x) = HM{X) \/ X ^ N 
and A'' is distinctive then M is a direct sum of cyclic modules . 
Proof. Let / : A'' —> U he a. homomorphism of A^  into a direct sum of 
cyclic modules U which doesn't decrease heights i.e. Hj^-{x) < Hu[f{x). 
Consider the QT^lG-module M' and the following conunutative diagram 
with exact rows : 
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^ M/N ^ 0 
0 • U ^ M' • M/N • 0 
Since / is monomorphism , / is also monic and the second row is puie exact. 
Now M/N is a direct sum of cyclic modules it. is cj-projective or 
piure projective, the second row splits. 
Therefore M' is a direct sum of cyclic submodules and so are its subniodules. 
This ensures that M is also a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
Following result is the immediate consequence of the abo\'e : 
Corrolary 4.2.8. Let M be a (w + A-)-projective QTAG-modnle and A' a 
/^-bounded submodule with M/N as a direct sum of cyclic modules. If A'' is 
a submodule of A'^  such that N/N' is distinctive then M/N is also a direct 
sum of cyclic modules. 
With the help of above results we are able to say that : 
Theorem 4.2.9. Let M be a (w + fc)-projective QTAG-modnle and A' a 
A;-bounded submodule of M such that M/N is a direct sum of cyclic mod-
ules. M is {u> + k- l)-projective if and only if A^  contains a (A- - l)-bounded 
submodule A'^ ' such that A7A''' is distinctive. 
Proof. Let L be a {k - l)-bounded submodule of M with MIL as a direct 
sum of c.yclic modules. Then N/N' with A^ ' = A-" n L is distinctive. 
Converse is directly implied by Corollary 4.2.8. 
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To discuss the structure of (a; + n)-projective QTAG-module, we need the 
following definitions : 
Definition 4.2.10. For a submodule N C M we define the a-th relative 
invariant fa{N, M) as the cardinality of the generating set of 
Soc{H,{M))l{{H,+i{M) + N)r\ SociH^iM))), 
i.e ^(A^ M) = g{Soc{H,{M))l{{H,+i{M) + AO H Soc{H,{M))). 
Definition 4.2.11. A submodule N C M is nice if 
H^{M/N) = {H„{M) + N)IN for all ordinals a. I.e. every coset of 
M mod N may be represented by an element of the same height. 
To prove the main results we need the following lemma : 
Lemma 4.2.12. Let A^  be a n-bounded submodule of a QTAG-modulQ M 
then /<j(A'', M) may be computed by using only the elements of H"-{M). 
Proof. We may express {Ha+i{M) + N) n Soc{H„{M)) as 
Soc{H^+i{M) + N)n Soc{H^{M)). 
Now we have to show that Soc{H„^i{M) ^ N) = Soc{ir{H„+i{M) + A^)). 
For x + y e SociH„+i{A4) + N) ; x e H„+,{M) , y (. N , d{{x+y)R/xR) < n, 
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= > y = 0 as G Hn{N) = 0 and x e W'{H„+,{M)). 
Theorem 4.2.13. Let M , M' be QTAG-modnles such that 
( a ) there exist n-bounded nice submodules N , N' in M , M respectively 
such that M/N and M'/N' are totally projective ( or direct sum of cyclic 
modules ) ; 
( b ) there exists a height preserving isomorphism / : H'\M) —> H"^{M') 
and f{N) = y . 
Then A^ = M'. 
Proof. Since N , N' are n-bounded and / is height preserving from the 
Lemma 4.2.12., it follows that f^{N,M) = f„{N\M'). 
Therefore we have a height preserving isomorphism f jN between the nice 
submodules N , N' with totally projective quotients M/N , M'/N' having 
same relative invariants. 
= > the mapping f/N may be extended to an isomorphism / : M —> M' by 
applying induction on the pairs {N + J2 xR, fi) where /;'s are the extensions 
oi f to N + YlxR. The proof is similar to ( 83.4, [12] ) hence omitted. 
Now we are able to prove the following : 
Theorem 4.2.14. Two (a; + n)-projective Qr^G'-nioduIes M , M'axe 
isomorphic if and only if there is a height preserving isomorphism between 
//"(Af) and ir'(A4'). 
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Proof. Suppose / : H"-{M) —>• H"{M') is a height preserving isomor-
phism. Since M , M' are {u + n)-projective QTAG-modwlQs , there exist 
n-bounded submodules N , N' oi M , M' respectively such that M/N and 
M'/N' are direct sum of cychc modules. 
We may consider M/{N fl f~^{N')) which is an extension of 
N/{N n f-\N')) by M/N. 
The map / : N/{N n f-\N')) -^ M'/N' which sends x + (A^  n f'^N')) 
to f{x) + N' is monic and it doesn't decrease heights. 
By Theorem 4.2.7., M/{Nnf'^(N')) is again a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
By symmetry M'/{f{N) il N ) is also a direct sum of cychc modules. 
Now Theorem 4.2.13., ensures that M = M'. The necessity is obvious. 
Section - 3 
§ 4.3. ^/-decomposable modules 
The cardinality of the generating set of a QTAG-module M, denoted by 
g{M) is an important tool to study [/-decomposable modules. 
Here g{M) = | Set of generators of M | and final cardinality of the genera-
tors denoted by fin g{M) = infimum g{Hn{M)) .ndw. We generalize the 
concept of C-decomposable groups [10] to QTAG-modnles. 
Definition 4.3.1. A QTAG-modnlQ M is [/-decomposable \i M ^ N QU 
where U is the direct sum of uniserial modules and fin g{M) = fm g{U). 
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Remark 4.3.2. If M is {/-decomposable with fin g{M) > u then A'^  may 
be a QTAG module isomorphic to M. 
Lemma 4.3.3. Let M be a (a; + A;)-projective QTAG-modvXe and 
N C H^{M) such that M/iV is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Then there 
exists a pure submodule K of M such that K is a. direct sum of uniserial 
modules and Soc{M) = Soc{K) + Soc{N). 
Proof. Consider Soc{M) and Soc{M/N). 
The mapping p : Soc{M) —> Soc{M/N) defined as p : x —> x + N 
is a homomorphism which does not decrease heights. 
Now Ker p = Soc{N). Since Ker p is a direct sum of uniserial modules, 
this implies that there exists a decomposable submodule S, 
such that Soc{M) = 5 8 Soc{N). 
This implies that S supports a pure submodule K which is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules. 
Proposition 4.3.4. Let M be a (a; + /c)-projective QTAG-module. Then 
there exists a submodule N of M such that N is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules of finite length k and M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proof. By //^-decomposition [19] we may write M = Sk © Mk where Sk 
is the maximal A:-bounded summand of M. 
Now Mk = .4 © C where A is bounded. Let K be the submodule of //'^(C) 
such that C/K is the direct sum of uniserial modules. 
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A-
We may write K = ©A', , V ? = 1,2, k where, 
Ki= ® XjR and d{xjR) = i For each i = 1, 2, , /c 
and j G Ji we may select yj G i^''(C) such that d{yjR/xjR) = fc - 1. 
Now H''{A) = ( e 2/i?) ®A' where J = U -/»• 
/ e J '=' 
k , , 
Let A^  = ® ( © (2; + y,) i?) where d{ziR/ziR) = i, 
and / : M^ —>• M^/N be the natural homomorphism. 
Then Kerf = A^  and / (C) = K i.e /(C) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Since A is bounded there exists an integer m such that Hm{A) = 0. 
Hence Hm{f{M,)) = f{H^{C)) C f{C). 
Therefore f(Mk)/f{C) is bounded and hence f{Mk) is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules. 
Theorem 4.3.5. Let M be a QTAG-modnle with submodules A^  and K, 
N a pure direct sum of uniserial modules, G/K a direct sum of uniserial 
modules and H''{M) = H^'iN) ® K. If N = Nk®N' with Nk bounded and 
K =K® H'\Nk) then M/K is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proof. Since the heights of the elements of H"-{Nk) ®K are same in M, 
the heights of the elements of Nk © K are also same in M, 
and {Nk ® A')/A" is pure in M/K. 
Now Nk is bounded (Nk ® A')/A' is direct summand of M/K as bounded 
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pure submodules are direct sumniands. 
Therefore M/K' = M/{K © H'\Nk)) = {M/K)/{K © W'{Nk))/K 
= {{Nk + K)/K © {T/K))/iK © H^{Nk))/K 
= {Nk/H"-{Nk)) © T/K, which is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
The following Lemma is the generalization of the above theorem which 
may be proved on similar hues. 
Lemma 4.3.6. If L is a direct sum of uniserial modules and K is a. pure 
submodule of L then H\Lim{K)) = H^{K/H''{K)) © W{L)IH'\K). 
We need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 4.3.7. Let M be (a; + n)-projective QTylG-module. If Soc{M) = 
Soc{N)®Soc{K) such that A^  is a pure submodule of M, N and M/K are di-
rect sums of uniserial modules and fin g{N) is uncountable then M = M®U 
where t/ is a direct sum of uniserial modules with fin g{U) — fin g{N). 
Proof. Now A'' is a direct sum of uniserial modules , A'^  = 0 A^ i and each 
i = l 
oo 
A'j is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length i. Let U = QUi where 
Ui = Ni if the Ulm invarients of A^ ; are infinite otherwise Ui = 0. 
Now A^  = A^  © ^ . 
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Since Soc{M) - Soc{N) © Soc{K) and 
Soc{M ® [/) = Soc{K) ® Soc{N) © 5oc(f/), the Ulm invarients of M relative 
to K are the same as those of M © t/ relative to K. 
Again Af/X is a direct sum of uniserial modules, the identity on K extends 
to an isomorphism from M onto M ®U. 
Now we are able to prove our main result : 
Theorem 4.3.8. If M is a (w + n)-projective QTAG-modvXe then following 
are equivalent : 
( a ) M is [/-decomposable. 
( b ) There exists a direct sum of uniserial modules A'^  and a pure submodule 
K of N such that N/H''{K) ^ M. 
( c ) There exists a submodule L of H"'{M) and a submodule S of M such 
that S and M/L are direct sum of uniserial modules and 
W'{M) = H"{S) © L. 
Proof. ( a ) = ^ ( b ) 
Suppose M is [/-decomposable. If fm g{M) is countable then M is a di-
rect sum of countably generated modules M' such that Hu{M') is a uniserial 
module of length m, 0 < m < n. Let B be a basic submodule of M ' and U 
a direct sum of uniserial modules such that H„,{U) = B. 
If B' is the basic submodule of U and g{S) = 1 where S is the essential 
submodule of 5 ' , then M' ^ U/H"'{B'). 
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If fin g{M) is uncountable we may assume that, M = M" © U where f/ is a 
direct sum of uniserial modules, fin g{U) = fin g{M) and M = M. 
Let K' be a direct sum of uniserial modules such that Hn{K ) = U and K 
the basic submodule in K' such that i^'/-^ is isomorphic to the divisible hull 
of M" . Consider the natural homomorphism / : K' —> K' /K and put 
A^  = f-\M"). Since K is pure in N, K/H''{K) is (w+n)-pure in N/H''{K). 
Again M" is (w + n)-projective i.e 
M" ^ N/K ^ {N/W\K))/{K + H''{K)). 
= > N/H'^iK) = {KIW\K)) © N/K. 
Since K is basic submodule of K' and 
K' is a direct sum of uniserial modules, K = K . 
= » N/m{K) ^ Hn{K') © M" ^ M. 
( b ) = ^ ( c ) 
Now suppose M ^ N/H'\K). 
This implies that H"iM) ^ H''{NIH'\K)). By Lemma 4.3.6., we may say 
that the heights are not decreased under this isomorphism or H"{M) is 
isometric to if "(./V///"(/<')). 
Here L is H^'iN/H'^iK)) and S is K/H''{K) and 
H'^iM) = W'{N/H"{K)) © {K/H'^iK)). 
( c ) = ^ ( a ) 
Suppose yV/ is a (a; + n)-projective module and 
IT\M) = H'\S) © L as in ( c ). 
lifm g{S) = fin g{M), then Lemma 4.3.7., imphes that M is ^/-decomposable. 
Therefore without loss of generality we assume that fin g(S) < fm g{M) 
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Let m be a positive integer such that g{H„,{S)) = fin g{S), then we may 
write S = Sm © S' where Sm is maximal m-bounded summand of S. 
Now (S + L)/L is pure in M/L because of the heights of the elements of 
Soc{S) + L in this submodule remain unchanged in M, thus (5„,, + L)/L is 
a summand of M/L. 
By if B-decomposition [19] we may write 
M/L = {{Sm + L)/L) © K where K contains {S' + L)/L. 
Now (5 + L)/L may be extended to a basic submodule of M/L and 
K = Hm{G/L) + {S' + L)/L+K' where isT' is the rest of the basic submodule. 
Now K = 0 XiR and let J be the set of i e / such that XiR contains a 
non zero element of {S + L)/L. 
Then M/L = {{Sm + L)/L) @Ui®U where t/i = 0 XjR 
and ( 5 ' + L ) / L C ^ i . 
If g{S) > Ko we have ^((5' + L)/L) = g{Ui). 
Thus M/H''{M) ^ {M/L)/{H''{S) + L)/L. 
^ ((^^ + L)/L © U,)/{W\S) + L)®U 
with / m y(f/) = / i n ^(M). 
= > Hn{M) is [/-decomposable. 
Since //^(M) ^ M/H''{M) we have M = il'/j © M2 where /^(Ma) = f/. 
Hence M2 is a direct sum of uniserial modules with fin g{M2) = fin g{M) 
and M is [/-decomposable. 
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Section - 4 
§ 4.4. Endomorphisms of the QTAG-Modules 
In this section we characterize the endomorphism rings of totally pro-
jective QTAG-modnles. In fact we generahze some results of Liebert [24]. 
Using these results we are able to characterize the endomorphism rings of all 
QTv4G-modules without elements of infinite height and all totally projective 
QT AG-modules. Here we consider those QT AG-modules which are bounded 
or they are of Ulm type Q , a is an infinite ordinal. We prove that the struc-
ture of the ring End{M) is determined by its ideal End{M) consisting of the 
endomorphisms of A4 which maps M onto a finitely generated submodule of 
M. 
To prove our results we need the following : 
Definition 4.4.1. Let M be a QTAG-mod\i\e, an element a; G M is said 
to be proper with respect to a submodule A^  C M if HM{X) > HM{y) 
y yex + N. 
Definition 4.4.2. A ring S is said to be a QTAG-v'mg if its Abelian group 
5+ is a QTAG module over the rings considered throughout this work. 
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Definition 4.4.3. If M is a QTAG-module and End{M) is a ring of en-
domorphisms of M, then 
End{M) = {// / e End{M)J{M) is finitely generated } is an ideal in 
End{M). 
Definition 4.4.4. For a submodule A' of M, 
I^ = {f e End{M) I f{N) = 0} is the right ideal in End{M) and 
I'^ = {f e End{M) I f{M) CN}\s the left ideal in End{M). 
Definition 4.4.5. For a subset T C End{M) , TA is the right annihilator 
oiT\nEnd{M). 
To start with we need the following constructions : 
An idempotent TT e End{M) is said to be minimal if TT can't be expressed as 
TT = TTj + 7r2 where TTI , -n^ are non zero orthogonal idempotents. 
Remzirk 4.4.6. The minimal idempotents in End{M) are the projections 
of M onto the indecomposable summands of M and the indecomposable 
summands are the uniserial modules either bounded or unbounded. 
Remark 4.4.7. A minimal idempotent TT C End{M) projects M onto a 
uniserial module of length-fc if and only if TT belongs to the torsion subring 
oiEnd{M). 
Remark 4.4.8. Let M =^xR®N with e(.x) = k and TT G End{M) 
such that 7r(x) = x and -KN = 0. 
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For any y ^ H^{M) there exists a unique fy G {End{M))Ti 
such that fy{x) = y. 
=^ H''{M) = {End{M)'KY by the isomorphism y —> fy. 
If M is bounded then M ^ {End{M)iT)^. If M is not bounded then M 
contains summands which are direct sum of uniserial modules of arbitrary 
length. We may select an infinite sequence TTI, 7r2, TTS of minimal idem-
potents of increasing order in End{M). 
Now XiR + h\ ^ M with 'K^{x^) = X, , 'n^N^ = 0 and define f^ G End{M) 
such that fx{xr+i) = x^ , fi{K+i) = 0. 
Then M is isomorphic to the direct hmit {End{M))'Kx where the connecting 
monomorphisms {End{M))'Ki —^ {End{M))'Kt+i are given by / —)• f fi. 
Now the height on M is represented in End{M) by the height on limit 
{End{M))'n,. 
Definition 4.4.9. A QTAG-module M is called decent if it is either 
bounded or has an unbounded basic submodules. 
Remark 4.4.10. A subring S C E'nd{M) is said to be a decent subring if 
the following conditions hold : 
( a ) if TT is a minimal idempotent in S mapping M onto a uniserial module 
of finite length then S-K = End{M)TT ; 
( b ) if il/ IS bounded and exp{M) = k then S contains a minimal idempo-
tent of ordei k ; 
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( c ) if M is unbounded then T{S) contains a minimal idempotent of arbi-
trary high order where T{S) is the torsion subring of S. 
Remark 4.4.11. A decent submodule M can not be of the form A® D 
where A is bounded and D is divisible. 
Remark 4.4.12. An endomorphism / G End{M) is finite if / (M) is 
finitely generated. 
Remark 4.4.13. The ideal generated by the minimal idempotents in 
T{End{M)) is same as End{M). 
Now we are able to prove the following results : 
Theorem 4.4.14. Let 5 be a ring and m{S) be the set of all minimal 
idempotents in T{S). If S' be the sum of all ideals STT , TT e m{S) then there 
exists a decent QT^lG-module M such that S is isomorphic to a decent sub-
ring of End{M) if and only if the following conditions hold : 
( a ) 5' is a QTAG-x'mg with T '^ = 0 ; 
( b ) if TT, TT e m(5) , then TTSTT' is a direct sum of uniserial modules ; 
( c ) if 7r, TT' e m{S) such that e(7r) = k , e(-') = m , k < m. , 
then STTSTT' = H''{S)TT' and T^^^ C Ts-. 
Proof. Let M be a decent QTAG-module and S a decent subring of 
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End{M). Consider M = xR®X such ihat e(.x) = k, 
and TT e m{S) with TVX = x , nN = 0. 
Then height in M induces a vakiation on H^{M) which carries over to a 
valuation w^  on the module Sir through H'^{M) ~ 5+7r because 
VT,{f) = HM{f{x)) \/ f e STT and y„ mav be retrieved from S. 
Section - 5 
§ 4.5. Nice Decomposition Series 
Totally projective QT^lG-modules may be generalized in several ways. 
Here we study them in terms of nice decomposition series. 
Definition 4.5.1. A decomposition series of a QTAG-modnle is a well 
ordered chain {A'^ ,} of submodules such that 
(i) A^o = {0}, 
(ii) UA^ , = M, 
(iii) Ni+i/Nt is a simple module. 
(iv) N^ = [j Np for a limit oidinal a. 
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This series is called nice if for every ordinal a there exists an element Xa in 
N(j^i/N„ which is a proper with respect to A^ .^ 
To start with we need the following lemmas : 
Lemma 4.5.2. Let M , M' be QTAG-modules. If M has a nice composi-
tion series {TV,} then every height increasing homomorphism / : Ni —> M 
can be extended to a homomorphism / : M —> M . 
Proof. Let / : Ni —^ M' be height increasing homomorphism. 
We may choose an element x G Ni^i\Ni which is proper with respect to A^ .^ 
Let y e M such that d{xR/yR) = 1 and f{y) = z. 
ThenH^,>iz)>HM{x) + L 
Therefore d{z R/zR) = 1 and Hj^f(z ) > HM{X). 
Now / may be extended to a homomorphism / : A^ +^i —^ M' 
by mapping x onto z . 
Since x is proper with respect to A'j , / is still height increasing. 
The transfinite induction completes the proof. 
The existence of nice composition series of a QTAG-module M is signif-
icant in the study of its endomorphism ring End{M). 
Theorem 4.5.3. Let M be a QTAG-module and [Ni] be a composition se-
ries of M. Then {Ni} is a nice composition series of M if and only if End{M) 
has subring S such that for each ?: there exists an element Xi e Ni+i\Ni with 
Soc{H„XM)) = /A,,(.7;,) = {/(x,)// e. SJ{N,) = 0} , where HM{xi) = a,. 
Proof. Suppose that {Ni} is a nice composition series of M. 
We may select x e Ni+i\Ni such that x is proper with respect to N^. 
Let a = HM{X) and y G Soc{H„{M)). 
Tlien there exists a homomorphism / : A i^+i —)• M, 
such that f{x) = y and f{Ni) = 0. 
Now / is height increasing on A'i+i 
since x has maximal height in its coset x -i- Ni. 
By Lemma 4.5.2., / may be extended to an endomorphism of M. 
This shows that Soc{Ha{M)) C Ij^X^). 
Trivially I^X^) C Soc{H„{M)). 
This implies that the ring S = End{M) satisfies Soc{H^{M)) = INXX). 
Conversely suppose that Ni+i = Ni + XiR and End{M) has a 
subring S such that Soc{H„.{M)) = IN^{X) for every i where Oi = HM{xi). 
If Oi is the decomposition length of M then Xi has maximal height in M 
among the elements of the coset Xi + Ni. 
If the decomposition length of M is not Ui then Ha,{M) is not divisible. 
Therefore there exists a least ordinal T, ( > O", ) with non zero Ulm invarient 
and a, non zero integer n such that r, = a; + n. 
Now Soc{H,XM)) = Soc{H,,^M)) 2 Soc{H„,,^„,^{M)). 
Let y e 5oc(/f,.(M))\5oc(i/..,,.,,(M)). 
Now there exists an element /i e /^ -^  with /i(.x,:) = y. 
Let 2 G X, + iVi then f,{z) = = f,{x,) ( f, (Ni) = 0 ). 
and Hnr{fj{z)) = HM{y) = o", + n. 
From //,;(2) < HM{fi{z)) we conclude that HM{Z) < a,+n for all z e Xi+N,. 
Otherwise Hj^Axi) = (^i-
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Since there axe only finitely many ordinals between GI and ai + n the coset 
Xi + Ni contains an element of maximal height. 
Section - 6 
§ 4.6. Rich QTAG-Modules 
Kaplansky [15] defined fully transitive p-groups and this concept may be 
generalized as follows. 
Definition 4.6.1. A QTAG-module M is fully transitive if for every pair 
of uniform elements x ,y e M , HM{xi) < HMiVi) V z > 0 implies that there 
exists an endomorphism of M that maps x onto y. 
Here d{xiR/xR) = d{yiR/yR) = i. 
Remark 4.6.2. M is fully transitive if height increasing homomorphism 
from uniserial modules of M to M can always be extended to an endomor-
phism of M. 
We consider finitely generated submodules of M to define rich modules. 
Definition 4.6.3. A QTAG~mod\i\e M is called rich if every height in-
creasing homomorphism from a finitely generated submodule of M into M 
can be extended to an endomorphism of M. 
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The following results are significant in the study of rich modules : 
Theorem 4.6.4. For a QTAG-modnle M. The following properties are 
equivalent : 
( a ) M is rich. 
{h ) Lei N he finitely generated submodule of M and / : N —> M be a 
height increasing homomorphism with d{f{N)) = 1. Then / extends to an 
endomorphism of M. 
Proof. ( a ) => ( b ) is trivial. 
Suppose ( b ) holds, A^  the finitely generated submodule of M 
and / : A'^  —> M is height increasing homomorphism. 
Let iVo C A^ i C C Nn = A'^  is a composition series of A'' i.e 
Ni+i/Ni is simple for i — 0,1,2, n — 1. 
By ( b ) there exists /i G End{M) such that f/Ni = / i . 
We may consider // (E End{M) such that f/Ni = fi for all i. 
Then / - / i is height increasing on A^ +^j and d{{f - f\)Ni+i) < 1. 
Therefore by ( b ) there exists /• G End{M) such that /• = / - /j on A ,^+i. 
If we define /,:+i = /, + j[ then / = /j+i is defined on A^^ +i. 
By induction there exists /„ G End{M) such that /„ ^ f on Nn = N. 
=^ M is rich. 
Remark 4.6.5. The direct summands of rich modules are rich but the 
direct sum of rich modules need not be rich. 
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Lemma 4.6.6. A QTAG-modu\e M with H^{M) as simple module is rich. 
Proof. Let A^  be a finitely generated submodule of M and / : N —)• M 
the height increasing homomorphism. Let A'^  n H^{M) C Kerf, 
M' = M/H^M) and A^ ' = {N + H^{M))IH^{M) ^ N/{NnHUM)). 
Then / induces a homomorphism / ' : A'' —> M which is height increasing 
and N may be embedded into a finitely generated direct summand of M , thus 
by Lemma 4.5.2., / ' may be extended to a homomorphism / : M —^ M. 
After combining / with natural homomorphism M —> M' we get an endo-
morphism of M which is an extension of a. 
UNO H^{M) % Ker{f) then H^{M) = xR C .V and f{x) ^ 0. 
By Theorem 4.6.4., it is sufficient to consider the case d{f{N) = 1. 
Clearly xR — yR {y £ N ) is not possible because it would imply f{xR) is 
not a simple module contradicting d{xR) = I. 
Therefore we must have N = K (B xR with K = N fi /'Cer(a'), 
i.e K n H^{M) = 0. 
Now M = A®C where A is finitely generated and K C C. 
Then H^{M) QC. If TT is the projection oi A®C onto C , then it induces 
f on N and by Theorem 4.6.4., M is rich. 
Now we characterize the endomorphism ring of rich decent QTAG mod-
ules. 
Definition 4.6.7. Let M be a rich QTAG-module. A subring E of End{A4) 
is called dense subring of End{M) if for every finitely generated submodule 
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N oi M and every height increasing homomorphisin / : N —> M 3 f ^ E 
such that f/N = f. 
Remark 4.6.8. In a QTAG-modnle M if H^{M) = 0 the subring 
E = {f/f G End{M),f{M) is finitely generated } is dense in End{M). 
Theorem 4.6.9. Let M be a (5r.4G'-module and E a subring of End{M). 
Then the foUowing are equivalent : 
( a ) M is rich and £^  is a dense subring of End[M). 
( b ) If A^  , L are finitely generated submodule of M with N C L and 
d{L/N) = 1 , then there exists a non zero element x E L such that 
///(x) = Soc{Hk{M)) where k is the height of in G. 
Proof. ( a ) = ^ ( b ) 
The proof is on the similar lines of Lemma 4.5.2., hence omitted 
( b ) = ^ ( a ) 
Let AT be a finitely generated submodule of M and / : N —> M be a height 
increasing homomorphism. 
If d{f{N)) = 1 we may put K = Kerf. 
Then d{N/K) = 1 and by the hypothesis 3 x{^ 0) e N such that, 
IN{X) = Soc{Hk{M)) where k is the height of x in M. 
Since x^Q, Soc{Hk{M)) ^ 0, therefore x ^ K. 
Again / is height increasing and because 3y e K such that d{xR/yR) = 1. 
We have /(.x) e Soc{Hk{M)). 
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Now there exists an element / ' G h such that / {x) = f{x). 
Now f{K) = 0 = /'(A') and N = K + xR imphes that f e E is an extension 
of / . If d{f{N) > 1, then we may extend / along a composition series of A^  
as in the Lemma 4.6.4. to an endomorphism / of M. 
This construction yields / as the algebraic sum of the elements in the subring 
Eo(End{M). 
= > / G i ? = > ( a ) . 
* * ; ( ; : ( : * 
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